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2006 MEDITERRANEAN DIALOGUE WORK PROGRAMME
INTRODUCTION
1.
At their Istanbul Summit in June 2004, NATO’s Heads of State and Government
decided to further enhance the practical dimension of the Mediterranean Dialogue (MD)
through greater emphasis on practical cooperation. This decision is reflected in the
enclosed MD Work Programme (MDWP) which includes a number of new activities in the
various priority areas agreed in Istanbul such as interoperability, defence reform and
counter terrorism.
2.
As with previous years, this MDWP will be subject to further changes in light of
progress made and the outcome of consultations with MD countries. As such, the MDWP
should be considered a living document.
3.
The annual MDWP is prepared by the NATO Staff and is based on inputs received
from relevant NATO bodies as well as MD countries. Once agreed by the North Atlantic
Council (NAC), the annual MDWP is submitted to the MD countries for their consideration,
in view of the establishment of individual cooperation programmes.
4.
As a result of the decision to use PRIME, the Partnership Real Time Information,
Management and Exchange System, the areas of cooperation have been reorganised
differently to facilitate the inclusion into PRIME. The various areas of cooperation are the
same as those used in the EAPWP framework and are listed alphabetically according to
the acronyms used for each area of cooperation. Consequently a number of areas of
cooperation have been renamed and some activities may thus be listed under a new
header. The format used for the presentation of each event is therefore the same which
should contribute to making practical information about specific activities (such as venues,
possible financial assistance, attendance, etc.) clearly identifiable.
5.
"MD nationally military sponsored activities" and "activities in the spirit of
Mediterranean Dialogue" continue to be presented in two separate sections (Part II and
Part III respectively). "MD Nationally sponsored co-operation activities" (Part II) are
complementing NATO's military co-operation efforts in particular in areas outside NATO's
collective defence capabilities. These contributions are offered on a voluntary basis and
may qualify as “MD nationally-sponsored military activities” when they are directly related
to the aim of the Mediterranean Dialogue and open for general MD Partner participation.
National military activities that do not meet the criteria for nationally sponsored military
activities but which are nonetheless relevant to, and consistent with, the aim of the MD
may be addressed as "activities in the spirit of Mediterranean Dialogue". These activities
are also included in the programme (Part III).
6.
The rules governing the funding for participation in all NATO activities will remain the
same and are as follows:
6.1. The basic principle remains that participation in NATO activities is on a self-funding
basis.
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6.2. NATO can cover up to 100% of the travel and accommodation costs for MD
countries’ participation in MD approved activities. This would apply provided that:
(1) the requesting country’s GNP per capita is below $6,000 per year; (2) the costs
can be accommodated within the budget of the organising body; and (3) the activity
is listed in the MDWP 1.
6.3. For each activity, it is clearly mentioned if financial assistance is available and
under which conditions.
6.4. The policy and administrative procedures related to military co-operation activities
offered by NATO will continue to apply. In particular:
6.4.1. Military activities are those for which the identification code starts by one of
the following acronyms "IMS, NSA, ACO, ACT, NADEFCOL" and also include
the courses held at the NATO School (Oberammergau - Germany).
6.4.2. These administrative details concerning NATO financial assistance,
reimbursement procedures and information on obtaining visas, can be found in
the document “Procedures for the implementation of the Mediterranean
Dialogue Military Co-operation Activities” distributed to all MD country
Embassies and NATO Contact Point Embassies (CPE).
6.4.3. "Nationally sponsored activities" (Part II) and "activities in the spirit of
Mediterranean Dialogue" (Part III) do not qualify for NATO common funding.
6.4.4. Administrative details for financial assistance in the "non military activities
can be obtained by the relevant POC.
7.
MD partners are reminded that the present MDWP constitutes an invitation in itself. In
this regard, MD countries should not wait for official invitations to be sent for each specific
activity. MD partners are therefore invited to select activities in the MDWP and to send a
2
consolidated list to the MDWP point of contact at NATO HQ , which will form the basis for
their individual cooperation programmes.
8.
The issue of visas is under the sole responsibility of the nation in which the activity is
taking place. The procedures can be greatly facilitated if the names and whereabouts of
the participants are transmitted in time to the relevant organisers.
9.
Further information can be obtained from the NATO Point of Contact (POC) listed
under each activity.

1

This reference will appear subject to agreement by the Council on the document "Complementing MD
funding policy" already agreed by the MCG on 14 September 2004.

2

Point of contact at NATO HQ for the 2006 MDWP: Gilles Vander Ghinst, Regional Affairs and
Mediterranean Dialogue Section, Political Affairs and Security Policy Division Tel: +32-2-707. 4989
E-mail: g.vanderghinst@hq.nato.int.
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List of areas of cooperation
AOC

Title

ACD

Arms Control, Disarmament and Non-Proliferation

ADF

Air Defence

ARM

Armaments co-operation and management

ASM

Airspace Management

BSC

Border Security and Control

C3

Consultation, Command and Control (C3), including Communications and Information
Systems, Navigation and Identification Systems, interoperability aspects, procedures and
terminology

CCMS

Challenges of Modern Society

CEP

Civil Emergency Planning

CRM

Crisis Management

DEI

Defence Economic Issues

DPB

Defence Planning, Budgeting, and Resource Management

DPS

Defence Policy and Strategy

GEO

Military Geography

LNG

Language Training

LOG

Consumer Logistics

MED

Medical Services

METOC

Meteorological and Oceanographic Support for NATO/Partner Forces

MMC

Military to Military Contacts

NBC

NBC Defence

PD

Public Diplomacy

PKG

Conceptual, Planning and Operational aspects of Peacekeeping. Includes combating
trafficking in human beings

PSI

Protective Security Systems and Inspections

RTT

Response to Terrorism

SLW

Small Arms and Light Weapons

STD

Operational, Materiel and Administrative aspects of Standardisation

STS

Security Through Science

TEX

Military Exercises and Related Training

TRD

Military Education, Training and Doctrine
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1.

Arms Control, Disarmament and Non-Proliferation (ACD)

Background Briefings by WMDC Staff
•

Type and Aims: background briefings by WMDC staff on Alliance political and
defence efforts against WMD proliferation for MD nations

Vienna Document Compliance and Verification Course
•

Type and Aims: M5-65-A Vienna Document Compliance and Verification Course.
To
prepare
designated
individuals
to
perform
duties
as
inspectors/evaluators/observers and escorts in the verification part of the Vienna
Document.

Arms Control Implementation Orientation Course
•

Type and Aims: To provide a broad overview of Arms Control Agreements,
implementation procedures and a general orientation on arms control developments.

Arms Control Non-Proliferation Course
•

Type and Aims: The purpose of the course is to present non-proliferation issues and
challenges, and discuss potential coordination of national policies to improve
cooperative non-proliferation efforts. The course will review treaties, agreements, and
policies that limit proliferation of a broad spectrum of weapon classes, from pistols to
WMD.

2.

Armament Cooperation and Management (ARM)

CNAD Land Group 9 on Battlefield Engineers1
•

Type and Aims of proposed activity: The purview of LG/9 shall comprise the study
of all types of engineer equipment that are normally used by engineer units in the
following tasks, in addition to supporting the CNAD defence against terrorism item on
Improvised Explosive Devices: Direct support (aid to ground mobility, crossings,
countermining, contribution to special combat tasks. General support (protection,
survivability, accommodation, restoration and maintenance of infrastructure,
excluding NBC defence tasks)

CNAD Air Group 5 on Avionics and Landing Systems1
•

Type and Aims of proposed activity: Approach and Landing Systems. AG/5 is
maintaining a “National PALS Implementation Strategy” Working Paper. This living
document summarizes the Precision Approach and Landing System (PALS)
transition strategies of NATO nations as well as Partner/MDC Nations wishing to
incorporate their national inputs.
It provides a description of systems currently
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operated by military and civil operators and outlines plans for future replacement. In
parallel AG/5 has developed series of related standardization agreements (STANAG)
such as Microwave Landing Systems, Multi-Mode Receiver and Local Area
Differential Global Positioning System for Military Precision Approach. The final
objective is to define common standard(s) for NATO member and partner nations (i.e.
PfP/MD) which are willing to participate
CNAD Naval Special Working Group 12 on Maritime Environmental Protection1
•

Type and Aims of proposed activity: promote the development of capabilities
among NATO and PfP Nations’ Navies in order to enhance readiness, comply with
national and international maritime environmental protection regulations and foster
cooperative efforts for achieving environmentally sound ship, operations and support
facilities

CNAD Committee on NATO Codification System (NCS)
•

Type and Aims: CNAD Committee on NATO Codification System (NCS) – AC/135 –
NCS Sponsorship Programme (NSP). The NCS is a system of codification for
armaments systems, equipment and logistic support items. The NCS provides for
interoperability and interchangeability in equipment logistic support. The NSP is a
programme designed to introduce non-NATO countries to membership of the NCS.

CNAD Committee on Ammunition Safety (AC/326)
Type and Aims: To promote common safety standards in design, testing, storage,
transportation and operation of ammunition used in NATO operations or NATO led
operations.

3.

Airspace Management (ASM)

Airspace Management
•

Type and Aim: Meeting in NATO Air Traffic Management Committee (NATMC)
EAPC format including meetings in Air Traffic Management (ATM) and
Communication, Navigation, Surveillance (CNS) Groups
Expert level consultation on air traffic management issues to promote flight safety
and information exchange on civil/military air traffic control procedures.
Civil/military operational aspects of communication, navigation and surveillance in
respect of air traffic management.

4.

Border Security and Control (BSC)

Seminar on Border Security
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•

Type and Aims: Follow up to the Tirana Workshop that was held in January 2004,
aiming to share the good practices in the area of border management.

5.

Consultation, Command And Control (C3)

NATO CIS Officers’ Orientation Course for Partners
•

Type and Aims:
To provide military and civilian personnel from partner nations
with an overview of organisation and management of International Military Large
Network and Long Haul Communications as exemplified by NATO CIS.

6.

Challenges Of Modern Society (CCMS)

Risk, Uncertainty and Decision Analysis for Ecological Environmental Security and
Non-chemical Stressors
•

Type and Aims: Advanced Research Workshop (ARW)
Co-directors:1) Dr. M. Mohammed, Egypt; 2) Dr. E. Ferguson, USA

Risk Management Tools for Environmental Security, Critical Infrastructure and
Sustainability
•

Type and Aims: Advanced Research Workshop (ARW)
Co-directors: 1) Dr. A. Ramadan, Egypt; 2) Dr. D. Belluck, USA

Integrated Water Resources Management in the Middle East
•

Type and Aims: Advanced Study Institute (ASI)
Co-directors: 1) Dr. C. Lipchin, Israel; 2) Dr. E. Pallant, USA

Remote Sensing Applications for Characterizing and Mapping Soil Salinization in
Irrigated Agricultural Land
•

Type and Aims: Collaborative Linkage Grant (CLG)
Project Co-ordinators:1) Prof. A. El-Harti, Morocco; 2) Prof. A. Bannari, Canada

Land Degradation Assessment Using Satellite Imagery
•

Type and Aims: Collaborative Linkage Grant (CLG)
Project Co-ordinators: 1) Prof. A. Essahlaoui, Morocco; 2) Prof. D. Haboudane,
Canada

Tools for Crop Biosecurity
•

Type and Aims: Collaborative Linkage Grant (CLG)
Principle Investigators:1) Dr. K. Abd-Elsalam, Egypt, Prof. A. Gamliel, Israel; 2)
Prof. M. Gullino, Italy
1-8
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Sustainable Development of Water Resources in the Middle East
•

Type and Aims: Collaborative Linkage Grant (CLG)
Project Co-ordinators: 1) Prof. U. Mingelgrin, Israel; 2) Prof. U. Lall, USA

Strategic Understanding of the Security Threats Imposed by Global Climate Change
•

Type and Aims: Collaborative Linkage Grant (CLG)
Project Co-ordinators: 1) Dr. A. Sandler, Israel; 2) Dr. I. Ploch, Poland

Rational Detection of Peroxide-based Explosives According to their Chemical and
Physical Properties
•

Type and Aims: Science for Peace Project (SfPP)
Project Leaders: 1) Prof. R. Kosloff, Israel; 2) Prof. J. Oxley, USA

New Geophysical Approach to Prediction of Sinkhole Hazards related to the Drop of
the Dead Sea Level and Human Activity
•

Type and Aims: Science for Peace Project (SfPP)
Project Leaders: 1) Dr. M. Ezersky / Dr. I. Bruner, Israel, Dr. A. Al-Zoubi / Eng. Z.
Alem, Jordan;
2) Dr. C. Camerlynck, France

Evaluation of Riverbank Filtration for Protection of Jordanian Surface and Ground
Water Resources.
•

Type and Aims: Science for Peace Project (SfPP)
Project Leaders:1) Prof. Z. Al-Ghazawi / Prof. J. Abu-Ashour, Jordan; 2) Prof. W.
Blandford, USA

Clean Products and Processes (Phase II)
•

Type and Aims: Pilot study led by Dr. S. Sikdar, Director, Sustainable Technologies
Division, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Cincinnati, Ohio. Experts share
experience and exchange information on innovative developments in cleaner
technologies and methods to be implemented in the industrial sector.

Integrated Water Management
•

Type and Aims: Pilot study led by Prof. P. Meire, University of Antwerp, Ecosystem
Management Research Group, Belgium. The main objective is to exchange and
combine expertise in water system research considering different dimensions of
water management and their intra and inter relations as well as the environmental
security aspects.

International Technical Meeting (ITM) on Air Pollution Modelling and its Applications
1-9
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•

Type and Aims: International conference held under the leadership of Prof. C.
Borrego, University of Aveiro, Department of Environment and Planning, Portugal.
Internet: http://www.nato.int/ccms/itm/apm/apm-index.htm

Other CCMS activities of interest to Med Dialogue countries
1.

Use of Landscape Science for Environmental Assessment

•

Type and Aims: Pilot study led by Dr. W. Kepner, U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency, National Exposure Research Laboratory, Las Vegas, Nevada, USA, to
exchange information about landscape science approaches used for environmental
assessment and to transfer landscape assessment technologies to nations for use in
environmental protection and preservation programmes.
Internet: http://www.nato.int/ccms/pilot-studies/lsea/lsea-index.htm

2.

Food Chain Security

•

Type and Aims: Pilot study led by Prof. M.B. Çirakolu, TÜBITAK, Gebze-Kocaeli,
Turkey, to examine the safety and security of food stuffs in the face of their
careless/ignorant handling as well as against expected terrorist attacks at the food
chain.
Internet: http://www.nato.int/ccms/pilot-studies/fcs/fcs-index.htm

Environmental Protection of Military Forces Course
•

Type and Aims: To familiarise officers, NCOs and civilian personnel with basic
environmental terms and concepts, environmental policy, hazardous materials,
sources of noise, ground, air and water pollution, environmental assessment tools,
environmental law, and environmental protection in various military settings. The
Course also provides instruction on methods to reduce or avoid damage to the
environment in accordance with applicable environmental legislation and regulations.

Environmental Planning for NATO Led Operations and Exercises Course
•

Type and Aims: To enable experienced operational planners, environmental officers
and civilian personnel to integrate environmental considerations into operational
planning. The students will become familiar with the aims and objectives of NATO’s
environmental policy and their application to environmental security concerns. The
course instructs them on the lessons learnt from recent operations, gives an update
of STANAG 7141 Environmental Protection, the commanders’ guidance defensive
measures against Toxic Industrial Material Hazards (STANAG 2909) and the
commanders’ guide on Low level Radiation exposure in military (STANAG 2473), as
well as the recent NATO Committee on the challenges of Modern Society Studies
and recent NATO Environmental Working group activities.
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7.

Civil Emergency Planning (CEP)

NATO Civil Emergency Planning (CEP) Course
•

Type and Aims: To introduce participants to Civil Emergency Planning (CEP) in
NATO, including CIMIC during planning and execution of NATO operations and to
explain the links to other international organisations.

Regional CEP-CIMIC Course
•

Type and Aims: Introduce participants to the organization, role and functions of Civil
Emergency Planning and to the basic principles and procedures of civil-military
cooperation within NATO’s strategic concept, contribute to a better understanding of
regional aspects of CEP and CIMIC.

Crisis Communication Seminar
•

Type and Aims: Improve the continuous provision of effective public information
management during national and regional civil emergencies ands crises, by taking
stock of current crisis communication requirements and developments; explore
broadcasting requirements, in terms of both the message itself as well as the
technical transmission means.

Civil Emergency Planning Seminar
•

Type and Aims: The seminar aims at bringing together experts and planners from
NATO and MD Counties to address issues and specific topics of relevance to
Mediterranean Dialogue Countries. This seminar was due to take place initially in
2000 but had to be postponed.
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NATO Strategic / Operational Civil Military Cooperation (CIMIC) Course
•

Aim: To explain the strategic context within which CIMIC is practised in a NATO
operation. To teach the principles and practise of CIMIC at strategic and operational
level.

NATO Operational Liaison Civil Military Cooperation (CIMIC) Course
•

Type and Aims: To explain how to liaise properly between a task force commander /
J9 /G5 and civilian actors within a theatre.

8.

Crisis Management (CRM)

COEC meetings at 26+7 (or 26+1 at the request of a specific nation)
•

Type and Aims: COEC may schedule meetings to deal with the proposals submitted
by Mediterranean Dialogue nations. Separate COEC meetings in a “26+1”
configuration can be scheduled with interested Mediterranean Dialogue nations,
following in each case a decision by the Allies.

Expert Visits
•

Type and aims: Crisis Management expert visits could be organized on request in
the format and venues most convenient for each Mediterranean Dialogue country.
1. Enhance co-operation in crisis management in accordance with the NATO Crisis
Response System (NCRS) and the corresponding NATO Crisis Response System
Manual (NCRSM).
2. Promote greater interoperability, where applicable, including through Partner
participation in appropriate aspects of Crisis Management Exercises (CMX),
meetings of the Council Operations and Exercises Committee (COEC) in EAPC/PfP
format, PfP seminars and workshops.
3. Enhance crisis management capabilities under democratic control.
4. Advise, if required, on the development of a national crisis management
organization and a national operations or situation Centre.
5. Advise, if required, on the development of crisis management procedures,
measures, communications requirements and its ADP support

Multinational Crisis Management Course
•

Type and Aims: To provide a forum for staff officers from NATO, PfP partners and
Mediterranean Dialogue Countries in which to introduce and extend their
understanding of NATO decision making and staffing process applicable to Crisis
Management (CM). This course is designed to develop mutual understanding
amongst representatives from different countries, open possible courses of action of
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CM, as well as generate interaction between personnel with very different
backgrounds, experience and culture.

9.

Defence Economic Issues (DEI)

Expert Meeting addressing the Economic Dimensions of Defence Institution
Building.
•

Types and Aims:
MD countries would be invited to participate in a meeting with
experts from the Allies and members of the Defence and Security Economics
Directorate focusing upon the Economic Dimensions of Defence Institution Building.
The aim of the meeting would be to examine the development of techniques directed
at improving resource management in defence spending and to enhance the
assessment of the affordability and sustainability of defence expenditure. The
objective would be to improve the overall understanding of the methodology and
mechanisms of defence resource management in MD countries.

Participation in DSED/EAPC Economic Activities
•

Type and Aims:
MD countries are invited to participate fully in EAPC Economic
events under the auspices of the Euro-Atlantic Partnership Work Plan. Such events
focus on methods and policies to cope with the socio-economic consequences of
defence transformation including programme for the conversion of military personnel
and the utilisation of expertise concerning the management of former military sites.
They may also focus upon the efficiency of economic and civilian management of
defence forces including techniques to improve resource management in defence
spending, the assessment of the affordability and sustainability of defence
expenditure, the process of restructuring and modernising defence industry, selected
issues dealing with security aspects of economic development and the sharing of
experiences concerning the economic and financial aspects of defence against
terrorism.

Seminar focusing on Offsets Practices and their Consequences for Defence
procurement
•

Type and aims: NATO, Partner and MD countries would be invited to participate in a
seminar with experts and industrialists from NATO Countries focusing on Offsets
practices and their Consequences for Defence Procurement. The aim of the seminar
would be an exchange of information on different offsets practices and legislations in
NATO and MD Countries, together with the impact upon Defence Procurement and
Defence Contracts. The issues of industrial participation, integrated solutions for
offsets, offsets trading and B2B e-marketplaces would be also addressed.

10. Defence Planning, Budgeting And Resource Management (DPB)
SACT PWP WS
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•

Type and Aims:
This workshop allows Partner Nation military and civilian
participants to discuss the Euro Atlantic Partnership Work Plan (EAPWP) and
Individual Partnership Programme (IPP) planning and development process. A
separate session will allow MD countries to discuss relevant aspects for the MDWP
and the Individual Cooperation Programme. The Workshop is designed to review the
internal planning guidance SACT will use to prepare the ACT portion of the next
EAPWP relevant aspect of the MDWP.
Partner nation participants' inputs
(recommendations, suggestions, critiques, etc.) will be solicited and discussed. The
overall aim of the event is to produce a consolidated draft of the 2007-2008 ACT
EAPWP.

11. Defence Policy And Strategy (DPS)
Staff Talks
•

Type and Aims:
Staff Talks will be customised upon partner request. This
activity should be associated with topics related to the requesting MD County’s ICP
and in which ACT has particular expertise or access to particular expertise. This
activity could be conducted as High Level Staff Talks, constituting the basis for more
detailed follow-on Expert Level Programmes (ACT.141) or Expert Team Visits to the
Partner Country (ACT.127).

SACT Expert Team Visits
•

Type and Aims:
This activity will be tailored upon MD Countries’ request to
meet the needs of the requesting country. SACT will provide a team of experts to give
briefings and information relevant to the partner area of interest. Possible topics
include, but are not limited to, Defence reform, Logistics, Concept Development and
Experimentation. This activity could be utilised as a follow-on to ACT.126 Staff Talks.

Expert Level Programmes on relevant partnership topics
•

Type and Aims:
ACT-sponsored, expert-level Symposia, Seminars and
Workshops based on partner request. Various NATO and PfP or MD topics in which
ACT has particular expertise or access to particular expertise by either its NATO
affiliations or its geographic location in the US and its partnership and affiliations with
various US military commands and training facilities. This activity could be utilised as
follow-on to ACT.126 Staff Talks.
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NATO European Security Cooperation Course
•

Type and Aims: To increase understanding of the contemporary European security
environment and build confidence and mutual trust among officers and defence
civilians of NATO, PfP, Mediterranean Dialogue countries and other OSCE nations.
Lectures cover the role, policy and strategy agenda of the Alliance and the views of
various nations and organisations on security aspects in Europe. Course members
discuss problem areas and security issues.

University Symposium
•

Type and Aims:
Annual symposium held to provide a forum for the education
and debate of a current high-profile topic. Sponsored in cooperation with a local
university, normally Old Dominion University (ODU), but sometimes with other
prestigious Virginia universities, in order to provide an open environment for the
discussion of issues. Event builds strong community relationships.

PfP Symposium
•

Type and aims: Annual high level symposium of PfP developments.

12. Military Geography (GEO)
NATO Geographic Officer Course.
•

Type and Aims:
To provide NATO and partners Hydrographic, Rapid
Environmental Assessment (REA) and geographic staff with a foundation in the
policies, concepts, principles, current practices, and interoperability issues of
geographic support in NATO. Emphasis is placed on NATO and national geographic
organisations, geographic policy, digital and analogue geographic products, and
operational procedures to support combined operations.

13. Language Training (LT)
Maritime Operational Language Seminar (MOLS)
•

Type and Aims:
Training in English terminology required to conduct NATO-led
Maritime Operations, including self study, conversation, simulated Bridge training (up
to multi ship operations). MOLS consists of two phases. Phase I is a three to four
month self-study phase using materials that will be sent to the participants in
advance. Phase II is a three week, in residence seminar which applies and deepens
the work done in Phase I

Staff Officer Military Terminology Course
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•

Type and Aims:
The main purpose of the Staff Officer Military Terminology
Course is to enhance military language skills of NATO, Partner and Mediterranean
Dialogue nations Staff Officers, and to build a common understanding. The course is
the base for Service-related Military Terminology education and training inside NATO
and starts after the national basic language training. The scope of the course is
NATO Military English Terminology focused on current NATO/partner issues. It
comprises daily briefings on various NATO areas, syndicate work related to briefings
and linguistic sessions given by professional English teachers.

Air Operational Terminology Course
•

Type and Aims:
The aim of this course is to instruct NATO, Partner and MD
aircrew, controllers, and operators in standard NATO air terminology used in NATO
led Peace Support Operations. Students will be instructed in air to air and air to
ground communications and terminology, including instruction in aircraft and airfield
terminology, meteorology, air navigation, air traffic control terminology, emergency
procedures and mission briefings.

Land Operational Terminology Course
•

Type and Aims:
The aim of this course is to teach NATO standard land
terminology used in NATO led Peace Support Operations and to familiarise students
with basic military terminology, expressions and abbreviations used in Peace Support
Operations. The course also instructs students in NATO standard correspondence
and voice communications procedures. The course includes student preparation of
briefings and an Operation Order.

NATO Training Group – Joint Services Sub-Group – Bureau for International
Language Coordination (BILC) Conference and seminar
•

Type and Aims: the Bureau for International Language Coordination (BILC) is a
consultative and advisory body who should be consulted by NTG JSSG on behalf of
the NTG on any language training matters that may arise. Similarly, any advice or
development that BILC wishes to offer or make known to the NTG should be put to
the JSSG for further dissemination.

Language Testing Seminar (LTS)
•

Type and Aims:
The aim of the LTS is to develop competency in the
development and administration of language proficiency tests, based on the STANAG
6001 standards..

14. Consumer Logistics (LOG)
Logistic Expert Team Visit
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•

Type and Aims: At the request of a MD country, a visit by a logistic expert team from
NATO IMS and IS can be organised. The overall aim would be to exchange
information on logistic matters, such as NATO and national logistic policies and
doctrine, medical, Host Nation Support, Movement and Transportation, etc.

Logistic Staff Assistance Visit (LSAV)
•

Topic: to exchange information on logistic matters, such as NATO and national
logistic policies and doctrines, Host Nation Support (HNS), movement and
transportation, logistic C2 structures and capabilities, etc.

Host Nation Support (HNS) Workshop
•

Topic: to assist MD countries in a better understanding of NATO logistic matters
concerning Host Nation Support (HNS) issues, such as policy & doctrinal foundation
for HNS, provision of HNS, HNS planning, development of HNS Arrangements, interdepartmental coordination, national HNS issues and experiences,etc.

Standing Group of Partner Logistics Experts (SGPLE)
•

Type and Aims: SGPLE’s meetings which are focused on issues as determined by
partners, can be attended by MD nations’ representatives. Primary aim is to facilitate
Logistics support for non-NATO participation in NATO lead operations. SGPLE
agendas cover logistics doctrine, force planning, operational logistics, equipment
donation issues and any other logistics topic that the group decides.

Senior Officer’s Logistic Seminar
•

Type and Aims:
Seminar. The aim of the seminar is to improve Partner Forces’
Logistic Capabilities primarily in terms of Multinationality and Deployability of logistic
assets predominantly from a strategic perspective by sharing experience and
information on the development of principles, policies and doctrine for the future.

Logistics Conference/Seminar
•

Type and Aims: The challenges facing the Alliance in the future, including limitations
on resources, underscore the necessity of increased cooperation and multinationality
in logistic support. The conference will focus on further development of operational
logistics and integration of PfP nations in non Article V operations and exercises
including all functional areas of logistics.

Movement and Transportation Conference
•

Type and Aims: Conference for M&T staff officers from NATO HQs and nations as
well as PfP and Med Dialogue nations or their representatives. A variety of topics on
Movement and Transportation related issues will be presented. Presentations by
participating PfP and Med Dialogue nations on topics of interest are most welcome.
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Air Logistics Seminar
•

Type and Aims: Seminar topics include; A4 Campaign Planning; Multinational Joint
Logistics Concept (MJLC); NATO Logistics Evaluation and Assessment Programs;
NATO Logistics Policy; Procedures and Contracts; Codification; Air Movement and
Transportation concepts; NATO Logistics Planning Process; Logistics Concept for
CRO operations; Host Nation responsibilities; and Memorandums of Understanding
between NATO and PfP/ Med D nations.

Host Nation support Course
•

Type and Aims: The principal aim of the HNS Course is to introduce civil and military
staff officers from NATO and partner countries to NATO's HNS planning procedures
and on the concept and organisation for the provision of HNS.

Joint Maritime Logistics (RADIANT SUPPORT) Course
•

Type and Aims: The aim of the course is to introduce NATO’s maritime operational
logistics and medical doctrine, concepts, procedures and planning parameters
(including the conduct of logistics and medical support) as laid out in ALP-4.1 and
other relevant documents to officers of NATO and partner countries. To introduce the
theory of joint operations and provide opportunities for the application of theory in
gaming exercises.

Movement Operational Planning Course (MOPC)
•

Type and Aims: The aim of the course is to get the Movement & Transportation
(M&T) operators familiar with the Operational Planning Process (OPP) and to
integrate the M&T planning in the OPP. An important aim is to apply the features of
the Allied Deployment and Movement System (ADAMS) to both the Movement and
OPP.

Logistics Cooperative Support (COSUP) Course
•

Type and Aims: To introduce NATO logistic doctrine, policy, and procedures
pertaining to NATO’s concept of supporting multinational joint operations to officers of
NATO and partner Nations.

Multinational Logistics Support for deployed Forces Course
•

Type and Aims: The aim of the course is to provide an overview of the command,
control and execution of multinational logistic support for deployed forces. This
course has been developed to replace the Multinational Joint Logistics Centre (MJLC)
course.

NATO Logistics Course
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•

Type and Aims: The aim of the NATO Logistics Course is to provide an overview of
logistic disciplines, as well as NATO Logistic policy, principles, doctrine, procedures
and structures pertaining to NATO’s concept of supporting multinational joint
operations to officers of NATO, PfP and MD Nations.

15. Medical Services (MED)
Committee of the Chiefs of Military Medical Services in NATO (COMEDS) Plenary
Meetings
•

Type and Aims: Surgeon Generals (and their staff) of MD countries will participate in
the COMEDS Plenary Meetings (ad Hoc sessions open to them and PfP). The
meetings are in NATO and EAPC format. Primary aim is to facilitate medical support
for non-NATO participation in NATO led operations.

COMEDS Standing Group of Partner Medical Experts (SGPME) Meetings
•

Type and Aims: Senior military officers of MD countries will be invited (COMEDS
Plenary decision expected during the Autumn 2005 Plenary) to participate in the
COMEDS SGPME meetings.The meetings are in EAPC format. The chairman of the
Group belongs to a PfP nation. Primary aim is to facilitate medical support for nonNATO participation in NATO led operations.

ACO Medical Conference
•

Type and Aims: Conference. To provide an update on NATO Medical planning,
doctrine and concepts, and on current operations with respect to the medical
requirements. Current medical issues will be presented with open discussions.
Syndicates may be formed to address specific issues.

ACO Operational Commands Medical Conference
•

Type and Aims: To provide an update on NATO medical planning, doctrine,
concepts, and on current operations with respect to the medical requirements.
Current medical issues will be presented with open discussions. Syndicate may be
formed to address specific issues. Attendees may be requested to brief on their
national capabilities and medical resources that may be available to NATO; this does
not indicate a commitment but rather to identify a pool of medical assets.

Medical Mobile Training Team
•

Type and Aims: NATO Operational Medical Planning MTT (Outbound) consists of a
variety of possible topics. These include, but not limited to: Medical Policy and
Doctrine; Medical Staff Structure and Responsibilities; Medical Command and
Control; types of NATO missions/operations; NATO medical capabilities; Medical
aspects of the Operational Planning Process; Medical Logistics; Medical Intelligence;
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Force Health Protection; Casualty Rates and the Medical Estimate; aero medical
evacuation; medical implications of CJTF/DJTF/NRF concepts; medical issues and
concerns of Asymmetric Warfare [Terrorism, WMD] and Expeditionary Operations;
Exercise planning and the process of drafting injects; Mass Casualty incident
management and review of triage principles; and for a mission/operation, writing a
Medical concept of operations followed by the Medical Appendix to the OPLAN.
Training will be held in a plenary session with syndicate work groups. An exercise
can be planned to apply the NATO principles of Medical Operational Services and
Support.
Joint Medical Planner Course
•

Type and Aims: To provide the necessary background knowledge to undertake a
NATO medical planner’s appointment and to provide national planners with an
understanding of multinational medical support planning. The mean areas are:
structures, doctrine and operational medical planning procedures and techniques.

Senior Medical Staff Officer Course
•

Type and Aims: To provide knowledge and detailed insight into NATO’s medical
support policy. This includes: policy making in NATO, NATO Medical Doctrine,
strategic force planning, multinational medical support options, relations with other
international organisations.

Major Incident Medical Management and Support (MIMMS) Course
•

Type and Aims: To provide the knowledge and skills needed to effectively manage
the scene of a major casualty incident in a military environment.
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16. Meteorological
Forces (METOC)

and Oceanographic Support for NATO/Partner

Meteorological Seminar
•

Type and Aims: METOC Seminar on the ongoing JFC Naples METOC issues to
support DJTF/CJTF operations. The aims are to get METOC personnel from non
NATO Nations familiar to observing and forecasting tools in NRF operations.

Annual Military Oceanography Main Group Meeting in PfP Session (MILOC)
•

Type and Aims:
Annual military Oceanography (MILOC) Main Group Meeting to
coordinate all aspects of military oceanography including policy, plans, support
services, information exchange, standards and interoperability. Also discusses the
REA (Rapid Environmental Assessment) methodology and interoperability of National
Facilities.

17. Military to Military Contacts (MMC)
Meetings With Intelligence Experts.
•

Type and Aims: The objective is to share intelligence through expert level
discussions on issues of common interest in line with the priority areas agreed at
Istanbul. The working sessions should also focus on exploring mechanisms on how to
improve the Intelligence Sharing between NATO and partners.

MD Military Co-operation Programme (MDMCP) Consultation Meetings
•

Type and Aims: consultation meetings in multilateral format where all NATO Military
Authorities implementing the MD Military Co-operation Programme (MDMCP), NATO
Nations and MD country military representatives and Defence Attaches serving in
NATO Contact Point Embassies (CPE) in MD countries participate. The Spring
Meeting is intended to assess the execution of the 2006 programme and to seek the
MD partners feedback as well as recommendations and suggestions for the
development of the 2007 MDMCP. The Autumn Meeting is intended to present the
2007 MDMCP program to MD Military Authorities for their consideration and provide
them all the details needed for a better evaluation and ways to implement the
programme.

High Level Visits to MD Countries
•

Type and Aims: subject to MD Country invitation to receive a high level visit from
NATO Military Authorities, the Chairman of the Military Committee (CMC) or the
Deputy of the Chairman of the Military Committee (DCMC) could visit MD countries in
order to exchange views on the current and future military aspects of the MD
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High Level Visits from MD Countries
•

Type and Aims: on MD country request MD High Level Military Authorities may visit
the NATO HQ and call on the Chairman of the Military Committee (CMC), the Deputy
Chairman of the Military Committee (DCMC) and/or the Director of the International
Military Staff (DIMS) in order to discuss and exchange views on current and future
perspectives of the military co-operation programme. Briefings may be organised on
the NATO military organisation, the military decision making process and on other
military issues of common interest as appropriate.

Staff Level Visits/Meetings to and from MD Countries
•

Type and Aims: on MD country request NATO Military Authorities could
conduct/receive visits to/from MD Country Military Authorities at working level. The
aim of such visits would be to brief MD Military Authorities on the military aspects of
NATO, discuss ways to further improve the MD Military Co-operation Programme and
other military issues of common interest.

Annual CWINF Meeting
•

Type and Aims: Annual CWINF Meeting, Exchange of Information on Military
servicewomen

Submarine Escape and Rescue Working Group
•

Type and Aims: Develops and staffs proposals for military standardisation in all
aspects of Submarine Escape and Rescue. It also promotes active participation in
the SORBET ROYAL/PHOENIX exercises. A large number of SMER delegates also
participate in PG/38 (A NATO Submarine Rescue System). The SMERWG has a
number of subgroups (panels), including the Medical Panel consisting of Doctors
specialising in the submarine and diving related medicine, which is unique to a SMER
operation. Open to PfP and other non-NATO submarine operating nations who wish
to develop a SMER capability.

Environmental Protection Working Group
•

Type and Aims: Environmental Protection Working Group (EPWG) Convened in
1998 to address Alliance Standardisation Requirement SR 11 JO1 dealing with
Environmental Protection.
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Air Operations Working Group
•

Type and Aims: Air Operations (Formerly TAWP) Working Group (AOWG) Develops
standards to improve interoperability to engage in tactical air operations and thereby
achieve total force capability using common doctrine and procedures. The WG
includes command and control, counter air operations, air interdiction,
reconnaissance and surveillance, tactical air transport, air maritime perations and
airspace control.

Combat Service Support Working Group - Service Movement and Transportation
Panel
•

Type and Aims: Combat Service Support Working Group (CSSWG) Movements and
Transport Panel (M&TP) staffs doctrine and procedures related to surface
movements and transport such as Border Crossings procedures, general M&T
procedures for convoys and M&T Information Exchange Requirements. When
appropriate standardisation of existing equipment involved in the coordination of
surface movements and transport.

Staff Talks to and from Mediterranean Dialogue Countries
•

Type and Aims: Meeting. For MD partners and ACO officers to pay a visit to HQ
SHAPE, JFC HQ Naples, Brunssum, JC HQ Lisbon and MD partner nations for staff
talks on identified topics.

ACO Mediterranean Dialogue Commanders’ Conference.
•
•

Type and Aims: Conference aimed at collectively assessing the programme and
mapping future progress.
Remarks: This conference is aimed at directly engaging the senior military official
with responsibility for Med Dialogue activity in each country with evolving Med
Dialogue Programme aims, direction and development, and to hear their early
inputs/feedback on new initiatives and programme implementation.

ACO Military Cooperation Coordination Conference
•

•

Type and Aims: Conference. Review of current ACO part in Mediterranean Dialogue
Work Plan (MDWP). Military Cooperation Lessons Learned. Policy Guidelines for
development of next MDWP. Establishment of a coordinated approach to the
development of meaningful and operationally focused MDWP that will meet Partners
priority needs and requirements.
Remarks: The conference will have two components. First, a plenary session, where
MD and PfP representatives will be briefed on the common military cooperation
issues affecting their respective programmes. In the second phase, the conference
will split into separate meetings. There the MD representatives and ACO event
organisers will discuss the specific aspects of the military activities offered within the
MDWP 2007. MD Representatives will be requested to deliver the presentations on
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their specific requirements that can be met through the development of the 2008
ACO MDWP military cooperation activities.
Staff Visits to Mediterranean Dialogue countries
•

Type and Aims: Develop and sustain personal relationships with leading individuals
in the MD countries in order to encourage engagement over the longer period.

High Level Visits From Mediterranean Dialogue countries
•
•

Type and Aims: Invite High Level Military Authorities to visit ACO commands in
order to discuss and exchange views on current and future perspectives, in identified
topics.
Remarks: Issues and discussion during the visit may range among items such as
Support to Operation Active Endeavour, Anti Terror Information exchange, Search
and Rescue, maritime CT and info exchange in general. Lessons Learned after the
first MD navy ship participation in Operation Active Endeavour.

High Level Visits to Mediterranean Dialogue countries
•
•

Type and Aims: Subject to MD country invitation to receive a high level visit from
ACO Military Authorities in order to exchange views on the current and future military
aspects of the Mediterranean Dialogue.
Remarks: In order to achieve maximum effect from proposed visits, precursor visits
by specialist staff officers may be necessary.

Air Commander’s Conference
•

Type and Aims: High-level conference for Chiefs of Air Staffs from PfP and Med D
nations or their representatives. A variety of topics on Air-related issues will be
presented. Presentations by participating PfP and Med D nations on topics of interest
are most welcome.

Maritime Commanders Conference
•

Type and Aims: The Maritime Commanders Conference is an annual high level
meeting for CNOs or CINCFLEET’s of NATO, PfP and MD Nations and NATO
Commands. The conference aims are to address current issues on Policy, Security
Matters, Current Operations (OP AE), Information Exhange, Exercises and PfP/MD
A&I and Cooperation Initiatives.
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Maritime Component Command Naval Mine Warfare Conference (MCC NMWC)
•

•

Type and Aims: The MCC Naval Mine Warfare Conference is an annual meeting for
Mine Warfare specialists on HQ staff officer level ranging from Lieutenant to
Commander. The conference aims to address current issues on Mine Warfare
concept and policy, planning and training aspects of Mine Warfare operations and
exercises.
Remarks: The MCC Naval Mine Warfare Conference will be chaired / co-chaired by
a CC Mar Naples / CC Mar Northwood representative, attended by NATO nations,
NATO commands and agencies. The conference will generally be conducted in a
plenary session for NATO/PfP/MD and a NATO exclusive session, split into MCC
groups if required.

Port Visit by Standing Naval Maritime Group Two (SNMG2)
•
•








Type and Aims: Port Visit.
Remarks: Port visit by SNMG2 will be conducted in accordance with its 2006
Schedule of Operations, which has yet to be approved. The above dates must be
regarded as provisional and the port visit will only be conducted after approval from
NAC/DPC and nation to be visited. This activity will include:
A CC Mar Naples staff liaison visit to the host nation one to two months in advance of
the port visit.
A high level visit will be planned in conjunction with the port visit based on the profile
of the visit agreed with the host nation.
A 1-2 days PASSEX exercise following departure of the harbour will be offered.
An offer to embark MD Junior officers (up to three officers per ship) for an extended
period from a few days to 2-3 weeks. Disembarkation will be agreed with the MD
country and will occur during a port visit in a NATO country. The aim is to familiarize
the MD officers with NATO operational procedures and life on board.
Briefings and presentations will be provided during the port visit.

Port Visit by Standing Naval Maritime Group Two (SNMG2)
•
•








Type and Aims: Port Visit.
Remarks: Port visit by SNMG2 will be conducted in accordance with its 2006
Schedule of Operations, which has yet to be approved. The above dates must be
regarded as provisional and the port visit will only be conducted after approval from
NAC/DPC and nation to be visited. This activity will include:
A CC Mar Naples staff liaison visit to the host nation one to two months in advance of
the port visit.
A high level visit will be planned in conjunction with the port visit based on the profile
of the visit agreed with the host nation.
A 1-2 days PASSEX exercise following departure of the harbour will be offered.
An offer to embark MD Junior officers (up to three officers per ship) for an extended
period from a few days to 2-3 weeks. Disembarkation will be agreed with the MD
country and will occur during a port visit in a NATO country. The aim is to familiarise
the MD officers with NATO operational procedures and life on board.
Briefings and presentations will be provided during the port visit.
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Port Visit by Standing Naval Mine Counter Measure Group Two (SNMCMG2)
•
•








Type and Aims: Port Visit
Remarks: Port visit by SNMCMG2 will be conducted in accordance with its 2006
Schedule of Operations, which has yet to be approved. The above dates must be
regarded as provisional and the port visit will only be conducted after approval from
NAC/DPC and nation to be visited. This activity will include:
A CC Mar Naples staff liaison visit to the host nation one to two months in advance of
the port visit.
A high level visit will be planned in conjunction with the port visit based on the profile
of the visit agreed with the host nation.
A 1-2 days PASSEX exercise following departure of the harbour will be offered.
An offer to embark MD Junior officers (up to three officers per ship) for an extended
period from a few days to 2-3 weeks. Disembarkation will be agreed with the MD
country and will occur during a port visit in a NATO country. The aim is to familiarise
the MD officers with NATO operational procedures and life on board.
Briefings and presentations will be provided during the port visit.

Port Visit by Standing Naval Mine Counter Measure Group Two (SNMCMG2)
•
•








Type and Aims: Port Visit
Remarks: Port visit by SNMCMG2 will be conducted in accordance with its 2006
Schedule of Operations, which has yet to be approved. The above dates must be
regarded as provisional and the port visit will only be conducted after approval from
NAC/DPC and nation to be visited. This activity will include:
A CC Mar Naples staff liaison visit to the host nation one to two months in advance of
the port visit.
A high level visit will be planned in conjunction with the port visit based on the profile
of the visit agreed with the host nation.
A 1-2 days PASSEX exercise following departure of the harbour will be offered.
An offer to embark MD Junior officers (up to three officers per ship) for an extended
period from a few days to 2-3 weeks. Disembarkation will be agreed with the MD
country and will occur during a port visit in a NATO country. The aim is to familiarise
the MD officers with NATO operational procedures and life on board.
Briefings and presentations will be provided during the port visit.

Staff and SNMG2/SNMCMG2 Co-ordination Visits (Multiple)
•
•

Type and Aims: Staff and Co-ordination Visits, (Multiple).
Remarks: Short duration staff officer visits for discussions on items of mutual interest
as well as co-ordinating SNMG2 and SNMCMG2 port visits. Visits will be coordinated via the designated and respective NATO CPEs and are designed to
familiarise each other’s organisations, processes/procedures, and planned MD
activities. Visits to co-ordinate SNFM and MCMFS port visit will be conducted to each
Med Dialogue generally one to two months before the actual date of the port visit.

Embarkation of Junior Officers/NCOs Standing Naval Maritime Group Two
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•

•

Type and Aims: Embarkation of MD Officers and NCOs on SNMG2 vessels as the
vessels depart Port. Such Embarkations provide an opportunity for underway
orientation, training and operational demonstration of the rules and duties of NCOs
and Junior Officers in NATO Maritime forces.
Remarks: Embarkation period is normally for the entire length of time between
SNMG2 Port Visits. Therefore, Embarkation periods will vary in length depending on
the amount of time SNMG2 spends at sea between Port Visits. Normal working
language for Embarkation period is English. In some cases, use of native language
of the Embarkation vessel's national crew is also acceptable. Translation capabilities
for languages other than English or the vessel's national crew native language cannot
be expected. For safety reasons, unacceptable language capabilities could result in
last-minute disqualification of an individual proposed for Embarkation.

Embarkation of Junior Officers/NCOs Standing Naval Mine Counter Measure Group
Two
•

•

Type and Aims: Embarkation of MD Officers and NCOs on SNMCMG2 vessels as
the vessels depart Port. Such Embarkations provide an opportunity for underway
orientation, training and operational demonstration of the rules and duties of NCOs
and Junior Officers in NATO Maritime forces.
Remarks: Embarkation period is normally for the entire length of time between
SNMG2 Port Visits. Therefore, Embarkation periods will vary in length depending on
the amount of time SNMG2 spends at sea between Port Visits. Normal working
language for Embarkation period is English. In some cases, use of native language
of the Embarkation vessel's national crew is also acceptable. Translation capabilities
for languages other than English or the vessel's national crew native language cannot
be expected. For safety reasons, unacceptable language capabilities could result in
last-minute disqualification of an individual proposed for Embarkation.

PASSEX
•
•

Type and Aims: PASSEX to exercise maritime cooperation, information exchange
and Search and Rescue procedures.
Remarks: Opportunity based PASSEXs may be conducted when SNMCMG2 or
SNMG2 ships are operating nearby the country concerned. Activities will be
conducted in international waters outside the TTW. A planning conference may be
required prior the execution of the event based on the complexity of the exercise.
MD countries are encouraged to nominate a naval Officers as POC for this activity.

Port Visit by Standing NATO Response Force Maritime Group 1 (SNMG 1)
•
•

Type and Aims: Port Visit.
Remarks: This activity is subject to acceptance by the host nation, Mauritania, and
represents a provisional plan for a MD port visit activity.

Port Visit by Standing NATO Response Force Maritime Group 1 (SNMG 1)
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•
•

Type and Aims: Port Visit.
Remarks: This activity is subject to acceptance by the host nation, Morocco, and
represents a provisional plan for a MD port visit activity.

NATO Sea Riders
•

•

Type and Aims: Embarkation of Partner Officers and NCOs on NATO warships as
they depart Port in/near Northern European Waters. Such Embarkations provide an
opportunity for underway orientation, training and operational demonstration of the
rules and duties of NCOs and Junior Officers in NATO Maritime forces.
Remarks: Embarkations are normally for the entire period between port visits.
Therefore, embarkations can vary in length and departure during a period at sea is
unlikely to be feasible. The normal working language is English. Use of the native
language of the host nations' ship is sometimes acceptable. Translation cannot be
expected. For safety reasons, candidates may be withdrawn if their language skills
are considered inadequate. The number of places allocated to each nation is flexible
dependant upon the number of berths available and the number of applications for
those berths. Nations should bid for as many places as they wish, prioritising their
personnel. Nominations will then be allocated by MCC Northwood. Normal daily
working uniform is required.

Standing NATO Response Force Mine Countermeasures Group 1 (SNMCMG 1) Sea
Riders
•

•

Type and Aims: Embarkation of Naval Officers and Senior Non-Commissioned
Officers (SNCO) on SNMCMG 1 vessels as they depart Port. Embarkation provides
opportunities for underway orientation, training and operational demonstration of the
roles and duties of SNCOs and Naval Officers in NATO MCM forces.
Remarks: Embarkation period is normally for the entire length of time between
SNMCMG 1 port visits. Therefore, Embarkation period will vary in length depending
on the amount of time SNMCMG 1 spends at sea between port visits. No facilities
exist for joining or departing vessels whilst they are underway. Nations are not limited
in the number of places they can request, but there will be a limit on the total numbers
that may embark due to the number of berths available. Number of berths available
to each nation is subject to negotiation with the POC. Normal daily working uniform is
required.

Alligator Conference 2006 (6-10 Mar 2006)
•




Type and Aims: The Alligator Conference is an annual NATO conference conducted
by Strike Force NATO (SFN) for Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) Nations,
other NATO Commands/Nations. The conference aims to bring together amphibious
experts, with an interest in maritime expeditionary operations in order to:
Exchange information on current and emerging amphibious/expeditionary and
maritime strike capabilities.
Enhance operational level knowledge of forces and staff in amphibious/expeditionary
force employment, CIS requirement, FSC, multinational logistics and other emerging
warfare aspects.
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•



Build relationships/POCs within the NATO Command structures.
Remarks: MD/PfP participation is expected to be:
6 Mar: An educational/social evolution that will serve as a way to meet conference
attendees prior to the first official day of the conference. This day is “optional” for all
attendees, and historically maintains approximately 50% participation.
7 Mar: National/Command unclassified amphibious/expeditionary capabilities update
briefs.

Visit of NATO AWACS to partner Nation
•
•

Type and Aims: Visit to a partner country, to demonstrate capability of NAEW&C
aircraft. Briefings on history, role and mission of the E-3, can be tailored to partner
requirements.
Remarks. To initiate a visit by a NAEW&C FC aircraft the partner nation must
formally request the visit, in writing, to the NAEW&C Force Commander through the
SHAPE Chief Of Staff. A survey prior to the visit is required by NAEW&C FC to
coordinate visit arrangements and confirm the facilities of the host airbase.

HFM-134 Symposium3 on “Stress and Psychological Support in Modern Military
Operations”
•

Type and aims: HFM-134 focuses on the fact that military personnel participating in
military operations may potentially experience mental health problems. Historically,
this has been recognised and documented using different terminology (shell shock,
combat fatigue, combat stress, PTSD, etc.). Effective military leadership is directed
towards operational readiness and maintaining high morale. Therefore managing the
effects of stress is one of the command tools of modern military leaders. The
objective of HFM-134 is to disseminate the principal findings of the previous RTG-020
on ‘Stress and Psychological Support for Modern Military Operations’ and to call for
additional contributions from specialists working in the area of psychological support
for the military. Topics to be addressed include: (1) Assessing the risks for
psychological stress; (2) Psychological preparation of military personnel; (3)
Screening of personnel; (4) Psychological support during deployment; (5)
Psychological support after deployment; (6) Psychological support for families; (7)
Organisation of psychological support (structure, procedures, role of professionals,
etc.).

18. NBC Defence (NBC)
Bi-SC WMD/Consequence Management (CM) Seminar
•

Type and Aims:
The aim of the Seminar is to update participants on
CBRN/WMD and CM status of work; discuss future issues. The format of the Seminar

3

RTO Symposia are large-scale (100+ participants), three-to-four day events, aiming at promoting exchange
of state-of-the-art knowledge among a wide expert audience on an important defence R&T topic.
The results of RTO Symposia are documented in an RTO Publication.
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will likely include presentations and briefs, followed by syndicate work to explore the
subject more fully.
NATO NBC Defence Orientation Course.
•

Type and Aims:
To teach students the basic concepts, procedures and
responses to problems pertaining to all aspects of NBC Defence within NATO.

NATO Training Group – Joint Services Sub-Group – Nuclear Biological Chemical
Defence Working Group Meeting
•

Type and Aims: The NATO Training Group Joint Services Sub Group (NTG JSSG)
acts as a multinational group of joint education and training experts with the aim of
enhancing interoperability among Alliance forces, and additionally between the forces
of Partner and MD countries, through improved co-ordination and standardisation of
joint education and training. It recommends guidance to improve cost effectiveness
and efficiency in the use of joint and combined training courses with the use of
common training doctrines, procedures and tools, and to identify opportunities for
rationalisation of training arrangements/facilities/areas in order to achieve financial
and manpower savings. The Nuclear Biological Chemical Defence Working Group
(NBCDef WG) is concerned with Nuclear Biological Chemical hazards, contamination
containment, and contamination control.

NATO Training Group – Joint Services Sub-Group – Nuclear Biological Chemical
Defence Working Group TOXIC TRIP Exercise
•

Type and Aims: The NATO Training Group Joint Services Sub Group (NTG JSSG)
acts as a multinational group of joint education and training experts with the aim of
enhancing interoperability among Alliance forces, and additionally between the forces
of Partner and MD countries, through improved co-ordination and standardisation of
joint education and training. It recommends guidance to improve cost effectiveness
and efficiency in the use of joint and combined training courses with the use of
common training doctrines, procedures and tools, and to identify opportunities for
rationalisation of training arrangements/facilities/areas in order to achieve financial
and manpower savings. The Nuclear Biological Chemical Defence Working Group
Contamination Control Area (NBCDefWG CCA) is concerned with Nuclear Biological
Chemical hazards, contamination containment, and contamination control exercises.

Annual Seminar for Expert Level Consultations
•

Type and Aims: annual seminar for expert-level consultations on political and
defence efforts against proliferation of WMD and their means of delivery

19. Public Diplomacy (PD)
Ambassadorial Conference
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•

Type and aims: the NATO Public Diplomacy Division will organise in 2006 its annual
special event in an MD partner country, in cooperation with the host nation. The aim
of this event will be to bring together the Secretary General, NATO officials,
PermReps, MD Ambassadors and high level participants from the academic world,
politics, government and the media from NATO and MD countries. This special event
will be used as the sixth periodical brainstorming for the NAC and senior NATO and
MD officials, to discuss the future prospects of the Mediterranean Dialogue, with the
help of fresh perspectives coming from outside official government circles.

Two Day National Seminars
•

Type and aims: Two days national seminars will be organised in each of the MD
countries, in order to exchange views with national opinion leaders from civil society
organisations, think tanks, academia, the media, parliamentarians and policy makers
on the aim, content and perspectives of NATOs Mediterranean Dialogue. These
events will also offer the occasion to use participating NATO speakers for ad hoc in
country briefings to NGOs, universities, thinks tanks and media organisations, around
the dates of each seminar.

Visits to the NATO Headquarters
•

Type and aims: In the year 2005 the NATO Public Diplomacy Division will organise
one to the NATO Headquarters by select opinion leaders and policy makers from
each Mediterranean Dialogue country, shaping public attitudes and having direct
impact on national decision making processes.
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Media Relations
•

Type and aims: Press tours will be organised for media representatives from
Mediterranean Dialogue countries to participate in the press and media events at
NATO Headquarters, involving Arab media from NATO member countries and during
the 2006 December NATO Foreign Ministers Ministerial meeting. The Public
Diplomacy Division will organise on these occasions on-the-record interviews with the
Secretary General. Additionally, interviews will also be conducted during the year
with the aim of promoting at least one interview of the Secretary General with a
media organisation of each of the MD countries.

Publications
•

Type and aims: Two additional publications will be translated into in Arabic and
Hebrew and will be given wide circulation in the year 2006 among select recipients in
MD countries.

NATO Public Information Course
•

Type and Aims: To provide Officers, senior NCOs and civilians with a working
knowledge of NATO’s Public Information policy, responsibilities and procedures.

20. Conceptual, Planning And Operational Aspects of Peace Support
Operations (PKG)
JFC Naples Peace Support Operations in the Balkans
•
•

Type and Aims: Seminar aimed at directly exposing military and civilian leaders with
NATO’ s Peace Support Operations in the Balkans..
Remarks: The seminar is aimed at operational level military leadership and military
and civilian advisors to heads of state, in the ranks of Lieutenant Colonel and above.
Seminar will include organisational and mission briefings and open discussions at
JFC NAPLES. This will be followed by two-three days of operations briefings,
discussions and tours at HQ KFOR with representation from NATO HQ Sarajevo, to
include meetings/discussions with representatives from the United Nations’ Mission in
Kosovo (UNMIK), the UN’ s Office of the High Representative (OHR), the Office of
Security Co-operation Europe (OSCE), and the European Union Monitoring Mission
(EUMM). Upon return from the Balkans a brief wrap-up session at JFC NAPLES HQ
is scheduled.

Mobile Training Team on Crisis Response Operations (MTT)
•
•

Type and Aims: Mobile Training Team. The aim is to provide tailored training /
assistance in any required topic or functional areas.
Remarks: The MTT could cover any military related with NATO’s Crisis Response
Operations (CRO) or other as required. Details should be further discussed and
defined together with the interested MD countries.
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Seminar on Peace Support Operations (PSO)
•
•

Type and Aims: Seminar open for the participation of both MD and PfP Partners.
The aim of the seminar is to present and discuss both Peace Support Operations and
Crisis Response Operations scenarios.
Remarks: The seminar will include informational briefings and syndicate discussions
covering all relevant functional areas of NATO Peace Support Operation and Crisis
Response Operations.

Maritime Operational Planning Workshop
•
•

Type and Aims: Workshop with the aim to train Staff Officers in the area of NATO
Maritime Operational Planning Process and related issues.
Remarks: A PfP workshop open to MD by direction of SHAPE. Specific dates of
seminar will be included in the invitation letters, which will be forwarded about three
months in advance.

Mil Info Workshop
•

Type and Aims:
Present NATO’s strategic Vision and elements of the NATO
intelligence Architecture to partner nations.

NATO Peace Support Operations Course
•

Type and Aims: The aim of the course is to provide an orientation on the planning,
preparation and conduct of Peace Support Operations (PSO) and related activities
conducted by NATO at the operational level.

Multinational Forces Orientation Course
•

Type and Aims: To inform NATO, PFP, Mediterranean Dialogue countries and other
OSCE nations’ staff members about the principle of multinationality at lower levels
and the unique challenges and complexities that are linked to the establishment,
maintenance and employment of multinational forces at these levels (ie. Army
corps/division/brigade levels).

NATO/Partner/MD Operational Staff Officer Course
•

Type and Aims: To educate NATO / Partner officers and MD to function at an entry
level in a NATO-led multinational HQ conducting Peace Support Operations (PSO).
On the job training will still be required for the graduate to function effectively in a
combined and joint environment.

NATO Operational Military Police Course
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•

Type and Aims: To provide basic knowledge and to teach the principles of
operational level MP planning in support of NATO- and interlocking institutions (e.g.
EU, OSCE, UN) led operations within the wider context of NATO decision-making at
the strategic level.

21. Protective Security Systems and Inspections (PSI)
a.

Inspection Programme by the NOS

•

Type and Aims: Conduct of the ongoing inspection programme by the NOS of those
six MD countries who have signed a Security Agreement with NATO.

22. Response to Terrorism (RTT)
Explosive Ordnance Disposal (EOD) and Consequence Management
•

Type and Aims: Part of Conference of National Armaments Directors Programme of
Work for Defence Against Terrorism. Aims at improving interoperability and
cooperation among participating nations through the introduction of new technologies
and operational doctrines

Countering Improvised Explosive Devises (IEDs)
•

Type and Aims: Part of Conference of National Armaments Directors Programme of
Work for Defence Against Terrorism. Aims at improving interoperability and
cooperation among participating nations through the introduction of new technologies
and operational doctrines

Seminar on the Economic and Financial Aspects of the Defence Against Terrorism
•

Types and Aims:
Experts from MD countries and other experts from EAPC
countries would be invited to participate in a seminar in EAPC format that would
share experiences on the economic and financial aspects of the international fight
against terrorism.

NATO (AC/46) SPECIAL COMMITTEE Meeting
•

Type and aims: NATO (AC/46) SPECIAL COMMITTEE meeting on an exchange of
intelligence with NATO member security services and MD Partners.

PfP Workshop on PAP-T (tbd)
•

Type and Aims: Follow Up Workshop to Lugano Seminar on PAP-T

Intelligence/Information Sharing with MD countries
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•

Type and Aims: Develop and institutionalise Intelligence/Information with MD
countries, in particular those having signed a security agreement, by further
operationalising co-operation through liaison visits in order to define common and
topical areas of Intelligence interest.

Terrorism Seminar with MD countries
•

Type and Aims: The objectives of this recurring seminar are to conduct discussions
at expert level between the representatives of NATO and MD nations on those
aspects of terrorism that are of common interest in the fight against terrorism.

NATO Defence against Terrorism Course.
•

Type and Aims:
To provide foundation knowledge of the global and regional
threats of terrorism, including its various forms, resources, means and tools as well
as global, regional and national efforts in combating terrorism; and to explain the
NATO Defence Terrorism Policy, Doctrine and Means.

23. Operational, Material And Administrative Aspects of
Standardisation (STD)
NATO Naval Mine Warfare Conference (NNMWC)
•

•

Type and Aims:
The NATO NAVAL MINE WARFARE CONFERENCE
(NNMWC) is responsible for promoting cooperation and transformation in the area of
Naval Mine Warfare (NMW). It investigates policies and concepts related to NMW
and, as appropriate, identifies shortfalls and proposes changes to the Strategic
Commanders (SCs).
Remarks: Provides excellent forum for Regional Cooperation on Mine Clearing
Issues and handling of unexploded ordinance. Addresses general mine warfare
concepts, policy and operations.

24. Security through Science (STS)
Combinatorial Optimization: Methods and Applications
•

Type and Aims: Advanced Study Institute (ASI)
Co-directors: 1) Prof. N. Sbihi, Morocco; 2) Prof. V. Chvatal, Canada

Software System Reliability and Security
•

Type and Aims: Advanced Study Institute (ASI)
Co-directors: 1) Prof. O. Kupfermann, Israel; 2) Prof. M. Broy, Germany

Magneto-and Barocaloric Cooling
•

Type and Aims: Collaborative Linkage Grant (CLG)
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Project Co-ordinators: 1) Prof. M. Saber, Morocco; 2) Prof. K. Barner, Germany
Micro Raman Investigation of WS2 Nanoparticles
•

Type and Aims: Collaborative Linkage Grant (CLG)
Project Co-ordinators: 1) Prof. R. Tenne, Israel; 2) Prof. C. Thomsen, Germany

Smallpox Countermeasures
•

Type and Aims: Collaborative Linkage Grant (CLG) Project Co-ordinators:
1) Prof. A. Amer, Egypt; 2) Prof. P. Torrence, USA

Microarray-based Detection of Plant Viral and Viral-like Pathogens
•

Type and Aims: Science for Peace Project (SfPP)
Project Leaders: 1) Prof. H. Czosnek, Israel, Prof. H. Mazyad, Egypt, Prof. G.
Anfoka, Jordan; 2) Dr. M. Barba, Italy

25. Military Exercises and Related Training (TEX)
COOPERATIVE MARLIN (COMN)
•

•

Type and Aims: Aim of the exercise is to enhance mutual interoperability and adopt
common procedures with regard to Non-Combatant Operations (NEO), Embargo
Operations, Counter-Terrorism, Consequence Management, Anti-Submarine Warfare
(ASW) safety, and Mine Warfare in a Command Post Exercise (CPX). The CPX will
provide familiarisation with NATO’s organisation, command and control (C2) structure
and a clear understanding of NATO’s maritime doctrine.
This exercise is
complementary to the live exercise COOPERATIVE MAKO.
Remarks: It is highly recommended that the same selected Officer(s) could attend
the whole sequence of the Exercise Planning Process. For the FPC personnel should
be exercise planning officers (OF-2 – OF-4) to represent the needs of their nations
and their intended participation, and have some expertise in multinational exercises
planning. The exercise admin internet e-mail address is: marlin@manw.nato.int.
Uniform will be normal working dress throughout.

COOPERATIVE MAKO (COMO)
•

Type and Aims: LIVEX/MAREX / To develop a new series of PfP exercises built on
rapid reaction, strategic and operational deployment, restabilisation, military action
relevant to the entire spectrum of new NATO missions and tasks. The exercise will
practice maritime skills related to Crisis Response Operations and those tactical and
Interoperability Tasks necessary for NATO/PfP forces to conduct NATO led
combined maritime operations such as Non-Combatant Evacuation Operations
(NEO), Maritime Interdiction Operations (MIO), Counter-Terrorism (CT) to include
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•

WMD Interdiction, Humanitarian Assistance (HA), Disaster Eelief (DR), Embargo
Enforcement and strategic site security.
Remarks: It is highly recommended that the same selected Officer(s) could attend
the whole sequence of the Exercise Planning Process.

COOPERATIVE LONGBOW (COLW)
•

•

Type and Aims: CPX / To deliver MNB Land staff training with air integration
training based on a Crisis Response Operations (CRO) CPX. Key tasks involve
securing sensitive points and assuring a safe and secure environment by performing
NEO, CT and consequence management missions in order to prevent the
destablisation of an emerging country. Linked to COOPERATIVE LANCER. Both
exercises to be conducted in the same country back to back (CPX (COOPERATIVE
LONGBOW) as phase 1 followed by a FTX/LIVEX (COOPERATIVE LANCER as
phase 2).
Remarks: CPX Exercise. Participants should be familiar with the ICAO/IMO SAR
Manual – IAMSAR, NATO Document ATP 10 and SAR procedures and philosophy in
general. It is highly recommended that the same selected Officer (s) could attend the
whole sequence of the Exercise Planning Process.

COOPERATIVE LANCER (COLR)
•

•

Type and Aims: LIVEX/FTX. Exercise open for the participation of both MD and PfP
Partners (ACO.3234.3). The aim of the exercise is to train, exercise and promote the
interoperability of PfP / MD Partner forces using NATO standards set inside a CRO
scenario through a LIVEX. Key tasks involve securing sensitive points and assuring a
safe and secure environment with a focus on anti-terrorism operations to prevent the
destabilisation of a particular area. Linked to COOPERATIVE LONGBOW. Both
exercises to be conducted in the same country back to back (CPX (COOPERATIVE
LONGBOW) as phase 1 followed by a FTX/LIVEX (COOPERATIVE LANCER as
phase 2).
Remarks: LIVEX/FTX Exercise, Main focus is to train units and sub-units under
OPCON of a Multinational Brigade HQ. It is highly recommended that the same
selected Officer (s) could attend the whole sequence of the Exercise Planning
Process.

NOBLE INTENT (NIT)
•

Type and Aims: Seminar/CPX WS / To encourage and develop an exchange of
information between NATO Nations, NATO HQ’s, Partner Nations and International
Organisations on emerging security challenges.

STEADFAST MOVE I (SFME I)
•
•

Type and Aims:
MOVEX/ CAX / Movement exercise with ADAMS
software/Observer
Remarks: MD officers are invited to participate in the exercise as observers.
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STEADFAST MOVE II (SFME II)
•
•

Type and Aims:
MOVEX/ CAX / Movement exercise with ADAMS
software/Observer
Remarks: MD officers are invited to participate in the exercise as observers.

STEADFAST JAW (SFJW)
•

•

Type and Aims: CAX (LCC deployed) / To integrate and certify the NRDC-TU as
NRF CJFLCC HQ for the NRF rotation starting Jan 07 and to validate JFC Brunssum
ability to Command and Control NRF operations and deploy a CJTF. LCC: NRDCTU (NRF phase), CC-Land Heidelgerg (CJTF phase) MCC: SPMARFOR (NRF
phase), CC-Mar Northwood (CJTF phase). ACC CC Air Ramstein (both NRF and
CJTF phases). Augmentation, HICON and LOCON TBD. NOTE: This is FOC
exercise for CC-Land Heidelberg as an LCC during CJTF phase.
Remarks: Only CJTF portion open to MD countries as observers. It is highly
recommended that the same selected Officer(s) could attend the whole sequence of
the Exercise Planning Process.

BATTLE STAFF TRAINING 2 (JFC BST II)
•

•

Type and Aims: CPX / To train the JFC Naples CJTF nucleus staff and Partner
Augmentees as well as DJTF members, and exercise the JFC Command and Control
concept while continuing development of JFC Naples capabilities as parent CJTF
HQ. To initiate JFC Naples BS and DJTF HQ preparations for Steadfast Jackpot 07.
The aim of Steadfast Jackpot 07 is to certify Combat Readiness for the complete
NRF package for year 07/08 (LCC Jul-Dec 07) starting July 07 and to validate JFC
Naples ability to Command and Control NRF operations and to deploy the CJTF HQ.
Remarks: It is highly recommended that the same selected Officer(s) could attend
the whole sequence of the Exercise Planning Process.
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BOLD MASTER 2006
•

•

Type and Aims: Exercise designed to improve co-operation between NATO and
merchant shipping in accordance with the NATO doctrine of Naval Cooperation and
Guidance for Shipping (NCAGS). To maintain proficiency of the multinational
NCAGS organisation in supporting the Maritime Component Command (MCC) and
Merchant Shipping. To prepare NCAGS personnel for NATO Response Force (NRF)
operations.
Remarks: For the FPC personnel should have NCAGS planning experience. For
the CPX personnel should have NCAGS experience. For the PXD personnel should
be able to represent their nation’s participation. Uniform will be normal working dress
throughout.

BOLD MINOTAUR
•

•

Type and Aims:
An exercise designed to evaluate the ability of NATO, in
participation with other submarine operating nations, to co-operate in life saving
operations from a distressed submarine through a command-post exercise (CPX).
To provide training to NATO commands and participating nations in the command
and control of a submarine accident situation. To exercise the search procedures for
a distressed submarine, evaluate all related publications with emphasis on MTP-57,
ATP-10, and all related Submarine Emergency Rescue WG (SMERWG) publications.
To evaluate the effectiveness of the Submarine emergency procedures and Interim
Submarine Emergency Rescue Liaison Officer (ISMERLO).
Remarks: Uniform will be normal working dress throughout.

26. Military Education, Training and Doctrine (TRD)
Prime Training
•
•

Type and Aims:
Training. To train personnel from Partner nations and MD
Countries on Internet based PRIME system and data management of event oriented
cooperation programmes.
Remarks: From September 2005 MD Work Plan will be inserted in the PRIME to
allow MD Nations to manage their participation programmes on-line. Therefore
PRIME Management Board has decided to invite participants from MD
Nations
to this PRIME training. 2005 is foreseen as a test year for future PRIME users from
MD countries while full involvement is planned for 2006. Training is targeted to PfP
and MD data management experts, PRIME users

Conference of Commandants (Conf. of CMDTS)
•

Type and aims: to permit the exchange of information between military authorities
sharing identical responsibilities in the field of higher defence education as well as to
encourage the development of co-operation in the field of higher defence training
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between Colleges in NATO countries and their counterparts in Mediterranean
Dialogue Countries.
General and Flag Officers And Ambassadors Course (GFOAC)
•

Type and Aims: to enhance mutual understanding of current politico-military issues
of importance for the Alliance and to familiarize selected Generals and Flag Officers,
Ambassadors and civilians of equivalent status, from NATO, Partnership for Peace
(PfP) and Mediterranean Dialogue Countries, with current and prospective issues
facing NATO, and offer opportunities for professional networking among senior
military officers and civilian officials.

Integrated PfP, OSCE and MD Course (IPOC)
•

Type and Aims: as an integral part of the NATO Defense College’ s Senior Course,
IPOC aims at educating senior officers and officials of partner countries in the values
and standards of NATO and the current strategic issues facing NATO.

Lectures on NATO topics in MD countries
•

Type and aim: to lecture on issues of mutual interest for NATO and Mediterranean
countries and to discuss educational activities before civilian/military audiences of
Mediterranean countries institutions; to create a network of experts between NDC
and the Mediterranean countries

Academic Education/human interoperability/ Visit by Senior Course
•

Type and aim: Visit by NATO Defense College Senior Course as a vehicle to give
MD countries further opportunity to present and discuss their views on current
politico-military affairs at an academic level with senior officers from NATO, PfP and
other MD countries and to gage the reaction of nations represented on the Senior
Course by the questions posed by the course.

MD Fellowships
•

Type and aims: to promote scholarly research in areas of particular interest to the
NATO Mediterranean Dialogue partners, primarily dealing with Mediterranean
security issues

NATO Defense College Senior Course
•

Type and Aims: The Senior Course is designed to: Enhance mutual understanding
between Nato, PfP and MD countries of current and prospective politico-military
issues and challenges within the Euro-Atlantic and Mediterranean area; better
prepare selected officers and civilians, with rank of Colonel or Lt. Colonel or
equivalent to serve in international staffs or positions involving co-operation with
NATO; offer opportunities for professional networking
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MD IRS Seminar
•

Type and aims: International Research Seminar aimed at exploring security issues
of common interest

MD Research Talks
•

Type and aims: intense exchange of view between NDC Research Branch and
Mediterranean countries; the objectives are to gather researchers, officers, and
officials from one or several Mediterranean countries at a time with NDC Research
Branch in order to explore in depth mutual security issues.

Air Operations Seminar
•

•

Type and Aims: Seminar. Topics include: NATO Command Structure; Air
Campaign Planning; Air Space Management; Air Defence Operations; Close Air
Support; Forward Air Control procedures; Helicopter/SAR/CSAR Operations; Air
Transport Operations; NATO Rules of Engagement; and Air Space Surveillance.
Remarks: This is a combined EAPWP/MDWP event (EAPWP ACO 3135.3).

NATO Military Terminology Course
•

•

Type and Aims: The aim of this course is to familiarise the participants with the
NATO Terminology used in the functional areas of NATO Command Structure,
Logisitcs, Public Information, Communications, Intelligence, Civil Military Cooperation, Crisis Management, Crisis Response Operations, Operational & Exercise
Planning, and the Partnership for Peace Programme. The course consists of
briefings, discussions, and practical exercises.
Remarks: Course is designed for staff officers in the rank of Captain to Colonel.

Mobile Training Team on ‘’NATO Military Terminology”
•

•

Type and Aims: The aim of this course is to familiarise the participants with the
NATO Terminology used in the functional areas of NATO Command Structure,
Logisitcs, Public Information, Communications, Intelligence, Civil Military Cooperation, Crisis Management, Crisis Response Operations, Operational & Exercise
Planning, and the Partnership for Peace Programme. The course consists of
briefings, discussions, and practical exercises.
Remarks: Course is designed for staff officers in the rank of Captain to Colonel.
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CIS Mobile Training Team
•
•

Type and Aims: CIS Mobile Training Team, focus on CIS Interoperability.
Remarks:
To maintain the focus on the achievement of the minimum military
requirements for communications interoperability. Includes familiarisation with NATO
STANAGs, CIS principles, voice communications, transmissions and radio systems.

Air CIS Mobile Training Team (MTT)
•

Type and Aims: NATO Mobile Training Team visit to a Med D nation (at the specific
request of that nation). Topics presented include, but not limited to: NATO
Communications Publications and SOPs; NATO C2 Systems: NATO C2/C3
Organisation; CC-Air HQ Izmir A6 Structure and Operations; Overview of NATO CIS
Connectivity; CIS Interoperability and Compatibility.

Communications Information System (CIS) Workshop
•

•

Type and Aims: Workshop open for the participation of both MD and PfP Partners
(ACO.3055.4). The aim of the workshop is to present and discuss NATO CIS
systems, CIS planning for operations and exercises, introduction in INFOSEC and
NATO CIS logistics, and frequency management.
Remarks: No special background is required, but it will be assumed that attendees
have used standard desktop computers and telephone systems.

Information Management Seminar
•

•

Type and Aims: Seminar open for the participation of both MD and PfP Partners
(ACO.3117.2). The aim of the seminar is to train partner officers on gathering and
analysis of information emerging on Crisis Response Operations and on compilation
of reports in tactical level role-playing circumstances using NATO means of
communications, particularly computer network.
Remarks: The first day of the seminar will be devoted to briefings started from the
general issues to the specific ones. The second and third days will be designed to
practical training similar to battle staff circumstances, running a mini-exercise.

CIMIC Seminar
•
•

Type and Aims: Seminar open for the participation of both MD and PfP Partners.
The aim of the seminar is to present and discuss information on civil military
cooperation operations oriented on the tactical and operational level.
Remarks: The seminar will include informal briefings and syndicate discussions
covering all the relevant functional areas of CIMIC. Briefers are required to have
actual experience in combat, peacekeeping or humanitarian operations. All
presentations dealing with past operations will discuss lessons learned and how we
can either do better or reinforce successful experiences.

Air Expert Team Visit (ETV)
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•

•

Type and Aims: Team will review Med D nation’s national goals and objectives and
provide information exchange on training events and requirements. In addition, the
visit will establish personal contacts to enhance correspondence, co-ordination and
planning between CC-Air Izmir and the Med D nation requesting the visit.
Remarks: This event is at the request of a Med D nation and will not include
participants from other Med D or PfP nations. The visit is intended to be followed by
an Air Mobile Training Team (MTT) from CC-Air HQ Izmir approximately six months
later composed of Subject Matter Experts as requested by the host nation i.e. a CIS
MTT.

Air Mobile Training Team (MTT)
•

•

Type and Aims: This is a follow up visit of an Air ETV to a MD nation. In the initial
visit, a review of national goals and objectives was carried out. Information was
exchanged on training events and requirements. As a result, this follow up Air MTT
was arranged to address a specific area of interest that was requested by the MD
nation.
Remarks: This Air MTT is a follow on visit at the request of the MD nation that
requested an Air ETV in the second quarter 2006. It is a specific area of interest for
the host MD nation and is intended for that nation only. (It is not open to other MD or
PfP nations.)

MD Maritime Workshop
•
•

Type and Aims: Workshop
Remarks: Specific dates of seminar will be included in the invitation letters, which
will be forwarded about three months in advance. In addition to discussions on items
of mutual interest, the workshop will focus on a review of recent SNFM/MCMFS MD
port visits, plans for upcoming MD port visits, and CC-Mar Naples’s planned MD
activities for future years. Navy co-operation in the Mediterranean Sea as well as
Search and Rescue, maritime Counter Terrorism (CT) and working alongside NATO
units in support of maritime CT.

Maritime Staff Attachment Exercise Planning Workshop
•
•

Type and Aims: Workshop with the aim to introduce MD officers to staff work at CC
Mar Naples. Practical side by side work with desk officers developing Annexes to
documentation for a NATO PfP/MD maritime exercise.
Remarks: A PfP workshop open to MD by direction of SHAPE. Participation in
competition with PfP as limited number of positions available. Specific dates of
seminar will be included in the invitation letters, which will be forwarded about three
months in advance.

Maritime Workshop (Mobile Training Team)
•
•

Type and Aims: Workshop
Remarks: A team of 3-4 NATO Officers to travel to the host country to conduct
briefings and discussions. A pre-event co-ordination visit will be held in the country
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requesting the training. Issues such as Search and Rescue, maritime Counter
Terrorism (CT) and working alongside NATO units in support of maritime CT.
Public Information Seminar
•
•

Type and Aims: Public Information Seminar (Inbound) consists of a wide menu of
potential topics ranging from basic PI training to operational PI Workshops.
Remarks: This seminar will be also open to participants from PfP countries.

Public Information Mobile Training Team
•
•

Type and Aims: Public Information MTT (Outbound), consists of wide menu to
potential topics, ranging from basic PI training to operational PI Workshops.
Remarks: Curriculum for this seminar will be tailored to specific training needs of
hosting nation.

Public Information Operation (PIO) Workshop
•

Type and Aims: The Workshop (WS) highlights the role of Public Information
Operation (PIO) in today’s changing security environment, conceptual differences
between Information Operations and Public Information Operation and how to
maintain long term credibility and trust by the media. Areas of concentration include
the role of media - on and off the battlefield, planning, deployment and conduct of
operations that engage the media in all its forms in order to promote and maintain
public understanding and support, thereby enhancing freedom of manoeuvre for
commanders at all levels. PIO objective is to enhance public understanding of NATOlead PSO.

Workshop on Engineer Operations
•

•

Type and Aims: The Workshop will expose participants to Engineer contributions to
current operations. Areas of focus will cover Combat Engineering and Infrastructure
Engineering at the operational level, Engineer contributions to Force Protection
concentrating on measures to mitigate and reduce risk, and Engineer contributions to
Civil-Military Cooperation.
Remarks: In Crisis Response Operations (CRO) and Peace Support Operations
(PSO) the Engineers provide infrastructure planning and coordination for deployed
forces using the assessment of environmental damage and assessment of plans to
deal with minefields and unexploded ordinance (UXO) from the conflict as well as to
restore vital services such as electricity and water supply in order to assist the
strategic objective of nation-building.

Seminar on Asymmetric Threats / Force Protection
•

Type and Aims: Seminar open for the participation of both MD and PfP Partners
(ACO.3221.2). The aim of the seminar is to present and discuss force protection
procedures in the context of asymmetric threats and anti-terrorism.
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•

Remarks: The seminar will include informational briefings and syndicate discussions
covering all relevant functional areas of force protection, asymmetric threats and antiterrorism.

Legal Mobile Training Team
•
•

Type and Aims: Legal Mobile Training Team outbound (Operational law)
(Legal aspects of CJTF operations; Legal advisers’ role during planning and
execution of CJTF operations)

Combined Joint Task Force (CJTF) HQ Training
•
•

Type and Aims: NATO/PfP Training, to familiarise officers with CJTF HQ formation,
organisation and composition and operating procedures
Remarks: The CJTF HQ Training is in 2 parts, a self-study period in the student's
home country and a residential period at JFC HQ Brunssum, NL. On receipt of the
invitation from JFC HQ Brunssum, MODs, HQs will be required to register potential
students in accordance with the information in the invitation. On receipt of the
registration, potential students will be sent a Read Ahead Package (a CD) who
provides information on the course and the scenario used during the course.
Students will have to study the CD material, answer a questionnaire based on the
information contained in CD and return it to JFC HQ Brunssum by a given date.
Based on the correct completion of the questionnaire and its receipt by the deadline,
students will notified of their selection to attend.

Combined Joint Task Force (CJTF) HQ Functional Specialist Training
•

Type and Aims: To train partner augmentees within functional areas, this training
meant to augment the CJTF HQ in LEGAD area.

Seminar – Whole Headquarters Concept/CJTF Staff Element
•

Type and Aims: Seminar. The aim is to train the staff element to conduct initial C2
responsibility for Whole HQ concept operations. Building block training to include
Basic Training, Functional Area Training, Cross Functional Area Training and Battle
Staff Training.

Maritime Component Command Operational Planning Process Training
•
•

Type and Aim:
Workshop. To train augmentees to the MCC in maritime /joint
operations procedures.
Remarks:
To train Partner augmentees to the MCC Staff in Maritime/Joint
Operations Procedures. This activity will only be conducted if it can be linked, as
collective training, to a forthcoming exercise which will include an MCC. Normal daily
working uniform is required.

Staff Attachment of Partner Nation Officers to NAEW&C FC
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•
•

Type and Aim: Staff attachment of partner nation officers to HQ NAEW&C FC and
the E-3A or E-3D Component.
Remarks: The attachments will be arranged at the request of Partner Nation who
should make the request to the NAEW&C Force Commander through the SHAPE
Chief of Staff. Nations are to include in their request the specific areas they wish
their officers to view, for example logistics, simulation or aircraft maintenance.

CIS EXPERT TEAM WORKSHOP
•

Type and Aims: The purpose of the workshop is to familiarize the students with
NATO CIS concept, structure, standard and procedures. Multinational CIS Expert
Team will demonstrate NATO communication and information system at a NATO
facility. The overall aim is to promote interoperability with participating Nations in the
field of CIS.

CROSS-SERVICING TRAINING
•

Type and Aims: The objective of the aircraft cross-servicing program is to provide
NATO with the flexibility to deploy, operate, recover, and generate tactical aircraft for
operational missions.
By attending this training, participants will gain an
understanding of cross-servicing requirements and the level of support expected
from a host base providing services to transient aircraft. Most importantly,
participants will have the opportunity to gain hands-on training on a variety of NATO
aircraft.

AIR MOVEMENT SEMINAR
•

Type and Aims: The purpose of the Seminar is to establish common basis of
understanding among participating Nations regarding NATO Air Transport and Air
Movement Operations. Articulate interoperability concepts to include expeditionary
air component C2 structure (CJFACC), NATO Air Logistic procedures, air transport
aircraft characteristic and handling standards, and cargo marshalling and processing
standards.
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CJFACC HQ COURSE
•

Type and Aims: The purpose of the Course is to address NATO operational
concepts and procedures for air component command and control architecture in
support of Crisis Response Operations. It will cover operational and interoperability
topics to include the Combined Joint Force Air Component Commander (CJFACC)
expeditionary command & control architecture/organisation and the planning &
employment of NATO air power.

AEROMEDICAL EVACUATION WORKSHOP
•

Type and Aims: The purpose of this seminar is to inform and discuss basic medical
concepts, principles and standards to conduct Aero medical Evacuation (AE) as
agreed by NATO Nations. It also covers present Aero medical support and treatment
capability standards, operating and management procedures, lessons learned in real
world operations, specific Medical Logistics in AE and practical demonstrations of AE
equipment.

NATO School Schedulers Conference
•

•

Type and Aims:
To inform POCs of the tentative NATO School Programme of
the following year and to discuss new initiatives.
•
Review procedures for bidding, allocating and turning back student allocations.
•
Review procedures for joining report submission.
•
Review the Academic Calendar of the following year.
•
Review procedures for student billeting.
•
Review security, financial and other administrative procedures.
•
Discuss NATO School transformation.
•
Discuss new initiatives by NATO School to aid supported units.
•
Receive recommendations/feedback from supported units to improve NATO
School support procedures.
Remarks: This is an annual working level conference held to benefit those officers,
NCO’s and civilians who coordinate with the NATO School on a regular basis.

NATO School Mobile Education and Training Team (METT)
•

•

Type and Aims:
In addition to its resident courses, NATO School can also
deploy Mobile Education Training Teams as an alternative to educate and train large
numbers of personnel in country within an MOD or commands. These are generally
conducted for exceptional requirements only. The topic for each METT is developed
based on the specific request by the partner country.
Remarks: On Partner request on a case-by-case basis. MD Countries are invited
and encouraged to propose potential topics and themes related to their ICP for
METTs. The conduct of an METT requires substantial resources and at least three
months of preparation. Therefore, any country that plans a METT are requested to
submit their request to ACT TI-340(be more specific) by 30 September 2005.

NATO Staff Officer Orientation Course
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•
•

Type and Aims: To provide foundation knowledge of NATO, including structure,
policies and operations, as well as current issues affecting the Alliance, to newly
appointed regular and reserve NATO/PfP and MD officers or civilians equivalent.
Remarks: Please read the information provided under “Remarks” in activity
Identification Code: M5-65 (see Section 1.e.).

NATO Senior Non Commissioned Officer (NCO) Orientation Course
•

•

Type and Aims: To provide foundation knowledge of NATO, including structure,
policies and operations, as well as current issues affecting the Alliance, to newly
appointed regular and reserve NATO/PfP and MD Non-commissioned officers or
civilians equivalent.
Remarks: Please read the information provided under “Remarks” in activity
Identification Code: M5-65 (see Section 1.e.).

NATO Academic Instructor’s Course.
•

•

Type and Aims:
The aim of the course is to for each student to be able to apply
effective teaching methods and presentation techniques in delivering academic
instruction. It will focus on the two methods used most often in NATO specifically the
Syndicate Discussion method and the Lecture method of instruction.
Remarks: Please read the information provided under “Remarks” in activity
Identification Code: M5-65 (see Section 1.e.).

NATO Training Group – Air Force Sub-Group Meeting
•

Type and Aims: The NATO Training Group Air Force Sub Group (NTG AFSG) acts
as a multinational group of aviation education and training experts, responsible for
NTG aviation education and training aspects with the goal of enhancing
interoperability among Alliance forces and additionally between the forces of Partner
and MD countries, through improved co-ordination and standardisation of aviation
education and training and use of available resources.

NATO Training Group – Army Sub-Group Meeting
•

Type and Aims: NATO Training Group (NTG) Army Sub-Group (ASG) meetings
are aimed to enhance interoperability among Alliance forces, and additionally
between the forces of Partners, through improved co-ordination and standardisation
of Army individual and collective training, thus improving efficiency of training and
use of available resources. The ASG identifies and recommends suitable projects,
present and future, for consolidation of training within NATO through bilateral and
multilateral co-operative training arrangements.
These actions should be
accomplished without prejudice to bilateral and multilateral training arrangements
already in existence. Furthermore, PfP/NACC initiatives and Army training ventures
with Partner nations and MD countries are to be developed.

NATO Training Group – Financial Sub-Group Meeting
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•

Type and Aims: The NATO Training Group Financial Sub Group (NTG FSG) acts
as a multinational panel of financial experts within the NTG, aiming to improve costeffectiveness and efficiency in the use of joint and combined individual training in
order to economise on the use of resources by developing financial principles and
procedures, including cost-sharing methods, for training, and financial guidelines
related to the operation of common training installations and facilities.

NATO Training Group – Joint Services Sub-Group Meeting
•

Type and Aims: The NATO Training Group Joint Services Sub Group (NTG JSSG)
acts as a multinational group of joint education and training experts with the aim of
enhancing interoperability among Alliance forces, and additionally between the forces
of Partner and MD countries, through improved co-ordination and standardisation of
joint education and training. It recommends guidance to improve cost effectiveness
and efficiency in the use of joint and combined training courses with the use of
common training doctrines, procedures and tools, and to identify opportunities for
rationalisation of training arrangements/facilities/areas in order to achieve financial
and manpower savings.

NATO Training Group – Naval Sub-Group Meeting
•

Type and Aims: The NATO Training Group Naval Sub Group (NTG NSG) acts as a
multinational group of naval education and training experts, responsible for NTG
maritime education and training aspects with the goal of enhancing interoperability
among Alliance forces and additionally between the forces of Partner and MD
countries, through improved co-ordination and standardisation of naval education
and training and use of available resources.

NATO Training Group – Joint Services Sub-Group – Working Group on Individual
Training and Education Development Meeting
•

Type and Aims: The NATO Training Group Joint Services Sub Group (NTG JSSG)
acts as a multinational group of joint education and training experts with the aim of
enhancing interoperability among Alliance forces, and additionally between the forces
of Partner and MD countries, through improved co-ordination and standardisation of
joint education and training. It recommends guidance to improve cost effectiveness
and efficiency in the use of joint and combined training courses with the use of
common training doctrines, procedures and tools, and to identify opportunities for
rationalisation of training arrangements/facilities/areas in order to achieve financial
and manpower savings. The Working Group on Individual Training and Education
Development (WG IT & ED) analyses and develops new Training Concepts and
Policy Documents for individual training and education.

NATO Training Group – Joint Services Sub-Group – Working Group on Training and
Education for Peace Support Operations
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•

Type and Aims: The NATO Training Group Joint Services Sub Group (NTG JSSG)
acts as a multinational group of joint education and training experts with the aim of
enhancing interoperability among Alliance forces, and additionally between the forces
of Partner and MD countries, through improved co-ordination and standardisation of
joint education and training. It recommends guidance to improve cost effectiveness
and efficiency in the use of joint and combined training courses with the use of
common training doctrines, procedures and tools, and to identify opportunities for
rationalisation of training arrangements/facilities/areas in order to achieve financial
and manpower savings. The Working Group on Training and Education for Peace
Support Operations (NTG JSSG WG TEPSO) is a permanent Working Group
established to enhance effectiveness for Peace Support Operations by supporting
the development of NATO’s individual and collective PSO training goals and
promoting the standardisation of NATO’s PSO training objectives.

NATO Training Group – Army Sub-Group – Environmental Training Working Group
Meeting
•

Type and Aims:
The NATO Training Group (NTG) Army Sub-Group (ASG)
Environmental Training Working Group (ETWG) is a multinational group of Army
experts and environmental advisors that supports the NTG ASG by providing a forum
to discuss and develop co-operative training arrangements within the NTG that are of
Army interest. It identifies and recommends suitable environmental training projects
in order to consolidate training within NATO through bilateral or multilateral cooperative arrangements. It monitors developments in environmental management
and sustainable training through new technologies and procedures and it acts upon
any other related environmental training issue as authorised by the Chairman ASG.

NATO Training Group – Army Sub-Group – Fighting in Built Up Areas/Military
Operations in Urban Terrain Working Group Meeting
•

Type and Aims: The NATO Training Group (NTG) Army Sub-Group (ASG) Fighting
in Built Up Areas/Military Operations in Urban Terrain Working Group (FIBUA/MOUT
WG) acts as the focus for FIBUA/MOUT training issues. It receives from nations
represented at the WG offers of training assistance, papers and other items related to
FIBUA/MOUT training. It reviews emerging training aids, equipment and techniques
in order to provide a common and integrated approach to all aspects of FIBUA/MOUT
training. It ensures that FIBUA/MOUT training remains current and relevant in line
with current missions and developing threats and it organises and conducts a
FIUA/MOUT training Symposium as required.

NATO Training Group – Army Sub-Group – Training and Simulation Working Group
Meeting
•

Type and Aims: The NATO Training Group (NTG) Army Sub-Group (ASG) Training
and Simulation Working Group (TSWG) provides a venue for member nations to
discuss concepts for simulation in Army training at all three levels. It identifies
common concepts that may have general application to member nations, NATO, or
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international organisations. It provides co-ordination where necessary amongst
nations using simulation in Army training. It recommends guidance to the ASG for the
development of policy and standards with respect to the use of simulation in Army
training and it provides co-ordination where necessary with other NATO working
groups.
NATO Training Group – Financial Sub-Group/ Financial Seminar Working Group
•

•

Type and Aims: Due to an increasing number of mutual assistance between NATO
and PfP states against the background of national budget restraints, there is the
necessity of a serious training for officers to improve existing skills or to get
acquainted with the topic. Participants may also share their knowledge or improve
their skills by a management game.
The responsibility regarding the content of PfP Financial Seminars lays with the
Financial Seminar Working Group that is a subordinate body to the NTG/FSG.
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PART II

MD NATIONALLY SPONSORED MILITARY ACTIVITIES

BELGIUM
1.

Symposium on Defence and Security Policy Issues

•

Type and aims: Symposium on defence and security policy issues, hosted by the BE
Centre for Defence Studies. The Centre was set up under the auspices of the BE
Royal Defence College and was founded in 1978 as a think tank for security and
defence issues. The subject of research at the Centre for Defence Studies is the
question of national and European security and defence. The Centre takes a
scientific and independent approach towards its subject of research. The Centre
combines research with the organisation of lectures, symposia and seminars. It
organises a yearly cycle of about ten lectures dealing with current security problems.
The Centre also sets up symposia on a specific security issue, for which it has
recourse on Belgian and foreign experts. In this respect, it aims at wide-ranging cooperation with similar institutions. These symposia are already offered in the 2006
EAPWP (reference BE.2238).
Remarks: Travel and accommodation are at the participants' expense, functionally
as well as financially. Dress code: military uniform or business suit. Tuition Fee: 12.50
EUR, includes lunch and beverages. Invitations for the symposia will be sent by the
Centre to the bilateral representatives of the target nations in/to BE. Target nations
will also be informed about this multilaterally by the BE Mil Rep and/or the BE Perm
Rep to NATO.

•

2.

Humanitarian Awareness Course

•

Type and aims: Course on the organisation and management of humanitarian
assistance and co-operation with NGOs. The aim is to inform participants on
concepts, terminology, general operations and procedures and thus providing them
an operational knowledge of humanitarian aid. Guest speakers from UNHCR,
UNFAO, ICRC, WHO, several medical research institutes, universities and think
tanks. Are being dealt with: managerial and organisational aspects, CIMIC, medical
intelligence, data collection and analysis, cluster sampling, diagnostic strategies,
epidemiology, nutrition, immunisation, anthropologists' views, legal/forensic aspects,
PTSD, several case studies... This course is also being offered in the 2006 EAPWP
(reference BE.2240.4).
Remarks: Travel and accommodation are at the participants' expense, functionally
as well as financially. Dress code: military uniform or business suit.

•
3.

EOD Team Leader Course - expert level
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•

•

Type and aims: Tailored expert level EOD Team Leader course focussing on the
neutralisation of specific unexploded ordnance that are often encountered in a given
geographical area (area TBD). Depollution of minefields is NOT being dealt with. This
course is also being offered in the 2006 EAPWP (reference BE.2241.3).
Skill requirement: being qualified and certified as an EOD expert. Basic scientifical
knowledge (physics, chemistry) as well as a minimum of experience in EOD
operations are required and will be tested by SEDEE beforehand. The first 3 weeks
of the course are concluded by another test which has to be passed in order to
continue participation. Participants who have succesfully concluded the course will be
certified to act as an EOD Team Leader for EOD operations in the geographical area
that has been dealt with.
Remarks: Travel and accommodation are at the participants' expense, functionally
as well as financially.

4.

Staff Officer Course on the Law of Armed Conflict

•

Type and aims: Course for (future) military experts leading to the ''Conseiller en droit
des conflits armés'' certificate. Dedicated to (international) public and criminal law and
to international humanitarian law (IHL). This course is also being offered in the 2006
EAPWP (reference BE.2242.4).
Remarks: Travel and accommodation are at the participants' expense, functionally
as well as financially. Dress code: military uniform.

•
5.

French Language Course - ''niveau intermédiaire''

•

Type and aims: Language course with a focus on ''règlements militaires, sujets
d'actualité, révision de la grammaire, nombreux exercices oraux et écrits". Aim: "Les
candidats doivent être capables de présenter oralement un exposé sur un sujet
militaire et de rédiger un texte en français de 200 mots.'' This course is also being
offered in the 2006 EAPWP (reference BE.2243.11).
Remarks: Travel and accommodation are at the participants' expense, functionally
as well as financially. Dress code: military uniform or business suit.

•

6.

Expert meeting on legal aspects of multinational operational cooperation

•

Type and aims: Annual legal expert meeting on the implementation of Status of
Forces Agreements (SOFA) in the context of a multinational contribution to NATO-led
crisis response operations. Relating topics: multilateral treaties, UN Charter, SOFAs
and other specific texts, ESDP perspectives, claims, "lex loci", law of armed conflict,
rules of engagement....This event is also being offered in the 2006 EAPWP
(reference BE.2244.3).
Remarks: Travel and accommodation are at the participants' expense, functionally
as well as financially. Dress code: business suit.

•
7.

Conference on soldier modernisation
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•

•

Type and aims: Conference adressing the B.E.S.T Programme on soldier
modernisation in smaller nations, soldier system technology requirements,
interoperability, project management, developpement of future infantry. Focus on
material resources management aspects. This conference is also being offered in the
2006 EAPWP (reference BE.2245.3).
Remarks: Travel and accommodation are at the participants' expense, functionally
as well as financially. Dress code: military uniform or business suit.
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GERMANY
1.

Political and defence efforts against NBC proliferation (NBC)

Water Purification Course
•

Type and Aims: Basic course. Technical and tactical procedures in field water
purification.

2.

Conceptual, planning and operational aspects of peacekeeping (PKG)

United Nations Staff Officer Course (UNSOC)

•

Type and Aims: Course for Staff Officers. Preparation for Assignments as a Staff
Officer at UN-Headquarters
Remarks: Participants rank level: Major - Colonel or equivalent

3.

Military Geography (Geo)

•

International Seminar Geopolitics
•

Type and Aims: Seminar. Provides a general overview on the significance of Geofactors for security policy and strategic planning, the German approach to cover this
field.

4.

Democratic Control Of Forces And Defence Structures (DCF)

Military Police Officers Course
•

•
5.

Type and Aims: Basic Course. Overview of "Bundeswehr"-organisation and tasks;
the legal basis for missions and support of armed forces in the Federal Republic of
Germany. Principles applying to the co-operation between German Military Police
(Feldjäger) and Allied Forces.
Remarks: Dress/equipment: class B uniform / civilian clothes. Participants are
expected to arrive in Sonthofen not later than 18.00 hours on the 09.10.2006
Political And Defence Efforts Against Nbc Proliferation (Nbc)

Multinational Senior Officers Orientation course on German NBC Defence Policy –
MSOOC
•

Type and Aims: Course for Experts. NBC defence, Environmental- and Selfprotection in the Bundeswehr; Mission, Organisation and Doctrine of the NBC
Defence Corps; Equipment of the Bundeswehr for All Arms NBC Defence and the
NBC Defence Corps. Objectives of Scientific Research in the field of NBC Defence.
Opportunity for bilateral and multinational Expert Discussions
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•

Remarks: The course is designed for field grade officers and unit commanders who
perform functions in NBC defense, self-protection or environmental protection in their
national forces or in integrated staffs, respectively who are dealing with these subject
areas in training installations and also for interested commanders of (battalion-size)
units of all services.

6.
Planning; Organisation And Management Of National Defence Research And
Technology (Drt) (Link To Trd)
Operations Research, especially Modelling and Simulation
•

Type and Aims: Basic Course. Generals on Operations Research (OR), application
fields of OR, practical application.
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GREECE
Multinational PSOs officers Basic Course
•
•

Type and Aims: The aim of the course is to train and prepare officers for assignment
as Platoon Leaders and/or Company Commanders for the conduct of PSOs and
Military Observers in PSOs.
Remarks: The course is free of charge. Costs of accommodation and meals are
offered by Greece. Travel from/to the origin countries will be a responsibility of
visitors.

Multinational PSOs Officers Advanced Course
•
•

Type and Aims: The aim of the course is to train and prepare officers for assignment
as Battalion Commanders and staff officers in Multinational Division/Brigade HQs
and/or in national contingents for the conduct of SOs.
Remarks: The course is free of charge. Costs of accommodation and meals are
offered by Greece. Travel from/to the origin countries will be a responsibility of
visitors.

Border Security and the role of Armed Forces Course
•
•

Type and Aims: The aim of the course is to train and familiarise officers and NCOs
with all aspects of Border Control regime in order to be capable to establish,
organise, man, equip and train Border Control Units
Remarks: The course is free of charge. Costs of accommodation and meals are
offered by Greece. Travel from/to the origin Countries will be a responsibility of
visitors

Multinational PSOs CIMIC Regional Course
•
•

Type and Aims: The aim of the course is to train and prepare officers from different
countries for CIMIC duties as staff officers in Multinational Brigade/Battalion HQs
and/or in national contingents for the conduct of PSO
Remarks: The course is free of charge. Costs of accommodation and meals are
offered by Greece. Travel from/to the origin Countries will be a responsibility of
visitors

Mobile Training Team n Multinational PSO Assignments
•
•

Type and Aims: The aim of the course is to familiarise the participants with the
training and preparation of officers for assignment as Platoon Leaders and/or
Company Commanders for the conduct of PSOs
Remarks:  team of up to 10 trainers, which depends n the number of attendees,
will travel to the host country to conduct briefings and discussions.

Mobile Training Team n Border Security
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•
•

Type and Aims: The aim of the course is to familiarise the participants with all
aspects of Border Control regime in order to be capable to establish, organise, man,
equip and train Border Control Units.
Remarks:  team of up to 10 trainers, which depends n the number of attendees,
will travel to the host country to conduct briefings and discussions.

Exercise “DOLPHIN-O6"
•

•

Type and Aims: LIVEX / lNVITEX. The aim of the exercise is to train jointly
combined Maritime, Air and Land Units in a Disaster Relief/Humanitarian Aid-Search
and
Rescue Exercise. D countries are invited to participate with Units,
Personnel and/or Observers.
Remarks: Participation in the exercise is free of charge. Accommodation and meals
are offered by Greece in military installations for aircrews and staff officers.
Transportation from the depicted point of entry in Greece and vice versa is provided
for those needed.
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ITALY
CIVIL – MILITARY CO-OPERATION (CIMIC) COURSE
•
•

Type and Aims: to give the students an updated overview of the existing laws and
procedures regarding civil defence/protection, civil military cooperation and civil
emergency planning at national NATO level.
Remarks: Tuition free. Other administrative and financial arrangements to be dealt
with POC.

BASIC COURSE FOR INSPECTORS/ESCORTS IN CFE/CSBM VERIFICATION.
•
•

Type and Aims: To qualify personnel as inspectors/escorts in CFE/CSBM.
Remarks: Tuition free. Other administrative and financial arrangements to be dealt
with POC.

REGIONAL SEA-POWER SYMPOSIUM OF THE MEDITERRANEAN AND BLACK SEA
NAVIES.
•

•

Type and Aims: the Symposium will operate as an international forum to: enhance
mutual understanding of the topic political, security and military issues related to the
Mediterranean and Black Sea; familiarise selected high rank military Representatives
with current and prospective issues facing those regions. The Symposium is directly
linked to the International Conference on Mediterranean and Middle East to be held
in October 2005.
Remarks: Tuition free. Other administrative and financial arrangements to be dealt
with POC.
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NETHERLANDS
NETHERLANDS DEFENCE ORIENTATION COURSE (NDOC)
•

•

Type and Aims: Orientation course. The objective of this course is a thorough
orientation in European military and security structures, taking the Netherlands as an
example. In order to achieve this goal a funnel approach in the topics was chosen,
gradually starting out with the Netherlands and widening into more broad subjects
dealing with the international setting. Ideally the course will create an environment in
which mutual understanding and respect can flourish.
Remarks: The course is free of charge. Costs of accommodation, meals and travel
are offered by The Netherlands. Travel within the country of origin will be the
responsibility of the participant.
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NORWAY
1.

International Commanding Officers’ Course / International Senior Logistics
Officers’ Course

•

Type and Aims: The course is aimed at senior military and civilian senior personnel
working with international staff matters, and/or expecting to hold senior staff positions
(unit commanders, branch heads, ACOS, COS). To familiarise senior military and
civilian personnel with the challenges an issues related to planning and participation
in UN and other Multinational Peace Support Operations. The course is aimed at
senior military and civilian personnel working with international logistic matters, and/or
expecting to hold senior logistic staff positions (branch chief, ACOS). Qualify the
students for future assignments as Senior Logistics Officers in UN and other
Multinational units in Peace Support.
Remarks: Daily uniform. Tuition fee; NOK 350,- that covers accommodation and 3
meals.

•
2.

International Support Staff Officers’ Course

•

Type and Aims: The course is aimed at military junior personnel working with
medical, legal or personnel matters who are expecting to hold staff positions in
Multinational Peace Support Operations.
To prepare officers for future assignments in multinational units or HQs in Peace
Support Operations, or for participation in international training and exercises.
Remarks: Daily uniform. Tuition fee; NOK 350,- that covers accommodation and 3
meals.

•
•
3.

United Nations Logistics Officers’ Course

•

Type and Aims: The course is aimed at military personnel with logistic background
or experience expecting to work as Logistic officers, Supply officers or Movement
Control officers in UN peacekeeping operations.
To prepare students for assignments as Logistic officers, Supply or Movement
Control officers in present or future UN Peacekeeping operations.
Remarks: Daily uniform – Battle dress. Tuition fee; NOK 350,- that covers
accommodation and 3 meals.

•
•
4.

NATO/PfP Logistics Officers’ Course

•

Type and Aims: The course is aimed at Military personnel with logistic background
or experience, expecting to work as Logistic officers, Supply officers or Movement
Control officers in UN peacekeeping operations.
To prepare students for assignments as logistic staff officers at Headquarter level or
Supply or Movement Control officers in present or future Peace Support operations.
The course is also valuable for officers working at national departmental levels within
interface to Peace Support Operations.
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•

Remarks: Daily uniform – Battle dress. Tuition fee; NOK 350,- that covers
accommodation and 3 meals.

5.

Disarmament, Demobilisation and Reintegration of Former Combatants

•

Type and Aims: to enable for all participants to carry out the missions and fulfil the
assignments within a DD&R concept and understand where their branch fits in the
process, and for the military officers to carry out the missions or attend to the tasks
required to fulfil the assignments of a Commanding Officer (at least on the level of
battalion), military observers and CIMIC officers on battalion or brigade level.
The aim of the DD&R course is to provide a broad and general understanding of the
issues and processes, within the DD&R concept, and contemporary experiences of
DD&R operations and also to provide an increased understanding of the different
roles of the actors involved and the importance of co-operation in the peace building
process.
The education shall impart such knowledge, attitudes and understanding to the
students that they fully understand the different issues included, their respective
organisations role within a DD&R concept and the importance of co-ordination.
Remarks: Daily uniform. Tuition fee; NOK 350,- that covers accommodation and 3
meals.

•
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POLAND
Host Nation Support (HNS) Course:
•

•

Type and Aims: Host Natioon Support (HNS) course is addressed to staff with
certain level of experience in the area of logistics. The aim of this course is to
present principles, legal aspects, tasks and responsibilities of the main bodies of HNS
system. Moreover, the course covers experiences of the Polish Amred Forces in the
area of HNS SYSTEM.
Remarks: This course is recommended for NATO, PfP and MD nations. Uniforms
are required only during the opening and graduation ceremony.
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PORTUGAL
Embarkation of Observers During National Exercises
•
•

Type and Aims: Participation with observers to attend SAREX and DISTEX serials,
during national exercises INSTREX 01-06 and INSTREX 02-06 (advanced frigates
training exercise)
Remarks: If a Peace Support Operations (PSO) scenario should happen in
SWORDFISH 06 exercise (01-12MAI06 TBC), embarkation of observers, in the final
phase of the exercise, can be considered; Dress Code: military uniform; Travel and
accomodation are at the participants expense (See note 1)

Hydrographic Specialisation Course for Officers 2006/07 - Grade A
•
•

Type and Aims: Post-graduation on Hydrographic Sciences
Remarks: This course is recognised by the International Hidrographic Organisation
(Grade A); Dress Code: military uniform; Travel and accomodation are at the
participants expense (See note 1)

Naval Cooperation and Guidance for Shipping (NCAGS) Course
•

•

Type and Aims: Make use of co-operation between military and civil maritime
authorities and agencies and the commercial shipping industry in order to facilitate an
uninterrupted flow of maritime commerce in periods of peace and conflict and
simultaneously minimise disruption to military operations)
Remarks: Dress Code: military uniform; Travel and accomodation are at the
participants expense (See note 1)

Military Exercises Observation
•
•

Type and Aims: To exercice Infantary Batallion in order to training and working at
the tactical level; non article 5 missions.
Remarks: Light Combat Uniform

Military Exercises Observation
Type and Aims: To exercice Infantary Batallion in order to training and working at
the tactical level; non article 5 missions.
•
Remarks: Light Combat Uniform
________________________________________________________
Note 1: Exception can be made on an ad hoc basis for participants sent by
countries that have a bilateral framework agreement with the Portuguese
Ministry of Defence. If their participation has been scheduled beforehand in the
annual bilateral co-operation programme, assistance might be provided
depending on the initially concluded bilateral agreements.
•
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Survival on Land and Sea Course for Air Crews ( Morocco, Tunisia )
•

Type and Aims: Participation on the course held by Portuguese Air Force in order to
prepare Air Crews for survival after plane crash

Flight Physiology Training (Morocco, Tunisia )
•

Type and Aims: Participation on the training organised by Portuguese Air Force in
order to prepare Air Crew Satff about body behaviour in flight conditions

Training Cruise ( Morocco, Tunisia )
•

Type and Aims: Participation in a training cruise on a Naval Training Ship for cadets

Exchange of Experience on Aeronautical Medicine ( Morocco, Tunisia )
•

Type and Aims: Exchange of experience between medical staff from both Air Forces

Naval Co-operation and Guidance for Shipping ( Morocco, Tunisia )
•

Type and Aims: To make use of co-operation between military and civil maritime
authorities, agencies and the commercial shipping industry in order to facilitate an
uninterrupted flow of
maritime commerce in periods of peace and conflict and
simultaneously minimise disruption to military operations
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ROMANIA
Denomination of the Activity – Brigade Staff Officers Course
•
•

Type and Aim: Staff Course The Course is recognised by NATO The graduates can
attend combined exercises (tactical and operational level) and can also be assigned
in NATO structures.
Remarks: Clearance request: NATO PfP Restricted Dress: military uniform For the
year 2006/2007, the deadline for application is January, 3, 2006.

Denomination of the Activity – Joint Operations Staff Officers Course
•
•

Type and Aim: Staff Course The Course is recognised by NATO The graduates can
attend combined exercises (tactical and operational level) and can also be assigned
in NATO structures.
Remarks: Clearance request: NATO PfP Restricted Dress: military uniform. For the
year 2006/2007, the deadline for application is January, 3, 2006.

Denomination of the Activity – NATO Orientation Course
•
•

Type and Aim: Staff Course The Course is recognised by NATO The graduates can
attend combined exercises (tactical and operational level) and can also be assigned
in NATO structures.
Remarks: Clearance request: NATO PfP Restricted Dress: military uniform For the
year 2006/2006, the deadline for application is January, 3, 2006.

Denomination of the Activity – PSO Course
•
•

Type and Aim: Staff Course The Course is recognised by NATO The graduates can
attend combined exercises (tactical and operational level) and can also be assigned
in NATO structures.
Remarks: Clearance request: NATO PfP Restricted Dress: military uniform. For the
year 2006/2006, the deadline for application is January, 3, 2006.
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SLOVENIA
Language Training
1.

Advanced English Course SLP 3332/3333 English Course

•

•

Type and Aims: The purpose of this course is to provide an intensive language
training to meet SLP 3332. Topics covered will include: core text project work –
briefing professional skills (telephoning, meetings, handling the media, messages,
faxes, memos)CNN/BBC listening skills training learner training American/British
Studies guest speaker reading skills training writing practice
Remarks: Course participants will receive a certificate of participation after 1. they
have attended 90% of classroom hours offered 2. submitted a teaching portfolio that
contains the following: a one-week lesson plan on an appropriate topic and a folder of
listening, speaking, reading and writing activities appropriate for adult learners 3.
given a demonstration lesson which has been evaluated by one of the course
facilitators. Travel costs covered by participating nations, accommodation and meals
free of charge provided by PfP LNG Training Centre.

3.

English for Specific Purposes Teacher Training

•

Type and Aims: The purpose of this course is to provide participants with hands-on
experience in designing, teaching, and evaluating ESP lessons for military and
civilian professionals. Topics covered include: dealing with adult language learners;
learning and teaching styles; setting learning objectives; evaluating ESP materials;
teaching speaking, listening, reading, and writing according to STANAG criteria; and
giving feedback. Participants will present both lesson plans and mini-lessons
designed for a military audience.
Remarks: Course participants will receive a certificate of participation after 1) they
have attended 90% of classroom hours, 2) submitted a teaching portfolio that
contains the following: a one-week lesson plan on an appropriate task-based ESP
topic and a folder of skill-based ESP activities related to a particular topic, and 3)
given a demonstration lesson which has been evaluated by one of the course
facilitators. Travel costs covered by participating nations, accommodation and meals
free of charge provided by PfP LNG Training Centre.

•

4.

English Language Training Management I

•

Type and Aims: The purpose of this course is for participants to critically evaluate
and improve their English Language Teaching institutions through the identification of
strengths and weaknesses and the tools to elaborate and implement realistic
development plans.
Topics include:
Quality Assurance
Institution Development and Promotion
Project Management
Resource Management
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•

Organising Courses and Events
NB This course is not intended as a methodology course related to teaching / testing.
Remarks: Course participants will receive a certificate of participation if they have 1)
attended at least 90% of classroom hours, 2) presented a change proposal based on
identified needs, 3) submitted a written report of the change proposal incorporating
feedback from the presentation. Travel costs covered by participating nations,
accommodation and meals free of charge provided by PfP LNG Training Centre.

5.

Testing and STANAG 6001 Familiarisation

•

Type and Aims: The purpose of this course is for participants to critically evaluate
and improve their English Language Teaching institutions through the identification of
strengths and weaknesses and the tools to elaborate and implement realistic
development plans.
Topics include:
Quality Assurance
Institution Development and Promotion
Project Management
Resource Management
Organising Courses and Events
NB This course is not intended as a methodology course related to teaching / testing.
Remarks: Course participants will receive a certificate of participation if they have 1)
attended at least 90% of classroom hours, 2) presented a change proposal based on
identified needs, 3) submitted a written report of the change proposal incorporating
feedback from the presentation. Travel costs covered by participating nations,
accommodation and meals free of charge provided by PfP LNG Training Centre.

•
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SPAIN

1.

Exercise FAMEX-06

•

Type and Aims: LI VEX. The aim of the exercise is to train the Spanish Regional
Navy Staffs and vessels in fight against illegal activities such as weapons, drugs and
human trafficking, etc. Activities of MD observers could include visit to naval
operation centres, visits/embarkation on patrol vessels, and visit to other navy ashore
facilities.
Remarks: The exercise is free of charge. Costs of accommodation and meals are
offered by Spain. Travel from/to the origin countries will be responsibility of visitors.

•

2.

Exercise BALSAR

•
•

Type and Aims: LIVEX/SAREX. SAR crews training.
Remarks: The exercise is free of charge. Costs of accommodation and meals are
offered by Spain. Travel from/to the origin countries will be responsibility of visitors.

3.

Exercise MADRISAR

•
•

Type and Aims: LIVEX/SAREX. SAR crews training.
Remarks: The exercise is free of charge. Costs of accommodation and meals are
offered by Spain. Travel from/to the origin countries will be responsibility of visitors.

4.

Exercise CANASAR

•
•

Type and Aims: LIVEX/SAREX. SAR crews training.
Remarks: The exercise is free of charge. Costs of accommodation and meals are
offered by Spain. Travel from/to the origin countries will be responsibility of visitors.

5.

Exercise VOLANT TOREO 06

•

Type and Aims: AIR TRANSPORT MEETING. Tactical Air Transport Crews
Training.
Remarks: The exercise is free of charge. Costs of accommodation and meals are
offered by Spain. Travel from/to the origin countries will be responsibility of visitors.

•

6.

Multinational Joint Logistics Centre-Cpx Exercise

•

Type and Aims: (CPX) The aim of the exercise is to train the HQ of the Spanish
Logistic Support Command for Operations in procedures acting as MJLC. MD
participants in this activity will assume the role of observer.
Remarks: The exercise is free of charge. Cost of accommodation and meals are
offered by Spain. Travel from/to the origin countries will be responsibility of visitors.

•
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TURKEY
1.

PfP Staff Officers Logistics Orientation Course:

•
•

Type and Aims: To examine and discuss NATO’s new concepts/strategy, principles,
policies, command and control on logistics and explain NATO Logistics organisations
and their functions.
Remarks: Financial matters (accommodation, meals and flight tickets) except course
fee are to to be paid by the participants who are from no subsidised countries. Only
flight tickets are to be paid by the participants who are from partial subsidised
countries. Lodging will be provided in Officers Clubs.

2.

The Law of Armed Conflict Course:

•

•

Type and Aims: To provide military or civilian personnel an appropriate balance of
academic and practical knowledge in the principal areas of international law relating
to the Law of Armed Conflict and to enable participants to acquire ability and
knowledge within the board field of the Law of Armed Conflict.
Remarks: Financial matters (accommodation, meals and flight tickets) except course
fee are to to be paid by the participants who are from no subsidised countries. Only
flight tickets are to be paid by the participants who are from partial subsidised
countries. Lodging will be provided in Officers Clubs. Combat uniform is required for
the FTX.

3.

Military Observer Course:

•
•

Type and Aims: To teach rules and activities of Military Observer in PSO.
Remarks: Financial matters (accommodation, meals and flight tickets) except course
fee are to to be paid by the participants who are from no subsidised countries. Only
flight tickets are to be paid by the participants who are from partial subsidised
countries. Lodging will be provided in Officers Clubs. Combat uniform is required for
the FTX.

4.

Refugees Control in PSO Course:

•

Type and Aims: To inform the participants at the level of execution and planning of
refugees control.
Remarks: Financial matters (accommodation, meals and flight tickets) except course
fee are to to be paid by the participants who are from no subsidised countries. Only
flight tickets are to be paid by the participants who are from partial subsidised
countries. Lodging will be provided in Officers Clubs.

•
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5.

Combating Terrorism and Illegal Trafficking Course:

•

Type and Aims: To provide practical information concerning terrorism and
international illegal trafficking to participants.
Remarks: Financial matters (accommodation, meals and flight tickets) except course
fee are to to be paid by the participants who are from no subsidised countries. Only
flight tickets are to be paid by the participants who are from partial subsidised
countries. Lodging will be provided in Officers Clubs.

•

6.

Tactical Civil-Military Cooperation (CIMIC) Course:

•
•

Type and Aims: To teach Civil-Military Cooperation (CIMIC) at tactical level.
Remarks: Financial matters (accommodation, meals and flight tickets) except course
fee are to to be paid by the participants who are from no subsidised countries. Only
flight tickets are to be paid by the participants who are from partial subsidised
countries. Lodging will be provided in Officers Clubs. Combat uniform is required.

7.

Border Security Control Course

•

Type and Aims: To make the participants familiarise with practical information to
deal with all illegal activities concerning border issues.
Remarks: Financial matters (accommodation, meals and flight tickets) except course
fee are to to be paid by the participants who are from no subsidised countries. Only
flight tickets are to be paid by the participants who are from partial subsidised
countries. Lodging will be provided in Officers Clubs. Combat uniform is required.

•

8.

Humanitarian Relief Operations in Disasters Course

•

Type and Aims: To provide the basic information at the level of execution and
planning of humanitarian relief operations.
Remarks: Financial matters (accommodation, meals and flight tickets) except course
fee are to to be paid by the participants who are from no subsidised countries. Only
flight tickets are to be paid by the participants who are from partial subsidised
countries. Lodging will be provided in Officers Clubs. Combat uniform is required.

•

9.

Combating Smuggling and Trafficking in Human Beings

•

Type and Aims: To make the participants familiar with practical information to deal
with smuggling and trafficking in human beings issues.
Remarks: Financial matters (accommodation, meals and flight tickets) except course
fee are to to be paid by the participants who are from no subsidised countries. Only
flight tickets are to be paid by the participants who are from partial subsidised
countries. Lodging will be provided in Officers Clubs.

•
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10. Turkish Naval Academy IX, International Nautical Competition:
•
•

Type and Aims: To promote communication among the Naval Academies and
strengthen the values of friendship, solidarity, tolerance and community spirit.
Remarks: Invitation letters will be sent to the Nations via National Embassies in
Ankara/TURKEY. Daily formal and working uniform (khakis) will be needed as well as
evening dress or equivalent formal uniform for the mess dinner. For various sporting
events, appropriate sports outfit (PE gear is recommended.) The foul weather gear
for sailing events will be provided by the Turkish Naval Academy Sailing Department.

11. Analysing of Satellite Image Course:
•
•

Type and Aims: Military aid training and to teach basic subjects of analysing of
satellite images to participants.
Remarks: Participation will be in civil outfit. High knowledge of computer-using or to
be trained about image analysis is needed.
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UNITED STATES
1.

Search and Rescue Course

•

Type and Aims: The aim of this course is to give officers and senior enlisted
personnel training in planning and coordination in oceanic and coastal search
techniques as well as performing as a Search and Rescue Mission Coordinator.
Remarks: Please contact the US Embassy’s Office of Defense Cooperation in the
MD nation to coordinate dates of instruction and available funding sources.

•
2.

Maritime Law Enforcement – Boarding Officer

•

Type and Aims: The aim of this course is to provide training for lead officers in a
maritime law enforcement boarding team with the basic concepts, procedures and
techniques involved with boarding a vessel at sea.
Remarks: Please contact the US Embassy’s Office of Defense Cooperation in the
MD nation to coordinate dates of instruction and available funding sources.

•
3.

Maritime Law Enforcement – Boarding Team Member

•

Type and Aims: The aim of this course is to provide training for team members in a
maritime law enforcement boarding team with the basic concepts, procedures and
techniques involved with boarding a vessel at sea.
Remarks: Please contact the US Embassy’s Office of Defense Cooperation in the
MD nation to coordinate dates of instruction and available funding sources.

•
4.

Seaport Security/Anti-Terrorism Course

•

Type and Aims: This course is designed to instruct personnel in anti-terrorism
awareness and how to prepare security and contingency plans in a port environment
to prevent terrorist and criminal activity.
Remarks: Please contact the US Embassy’s Office of Defense Cooperation in the
MD nation to coordinate dates of instruction and available funding sources.

•
5.

Container Inspection Course

•

Type and Aims: This course is designed for enforcement personnel who will be
conducting inspections of inter-modal shipping containers.
Remarks: Please contact the US Embassy’s Office of Defense Cooperation in the
MD nation to coordinate dates of instruction and available funding sources.

•
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6.

Crisis Command and Control Course

•

Type and Aims: This course is designed to provide the skills necessary for decision
makers to manage emergency incidents.
Remarks: Please contact the US Embassy’s Office of Defense Cooperation in the
MD nation to coordinate dates of instruction and available funding sources.

•
7.

Maritime Law Enforcement (Boarding Officer) Mobile Training Team

•

Type and Aims: The aim of this course is to provide training for team members in a
maritime law enforcement boarding team with the basic concepts, procedures and
techniques involved with boarding a vessel at sea.
Remarks: Please contact the US Embassy’s Office of Defense Cooperation in the
MD nation to coordinate dates of instruction and available funding sources.

•
8.

Coastal Search and Rescue Operations Mobile Training Team

•

Type and Aims: This course provides search and rescue personnel with search
planning, coordination and operational methodologies.
Remarks: Please contact the US Embassy’s Office of Defense Cooperation in the
MD nation to coordinate dates of instruction and available funding sources.

•
9.

Container Inspection Mobile Training Team

•

Type and Aims: This course is designed for enforcement personnel who will be
conducting inspections of inter-modal shipping containers.
Remarks: Please contact the US Embassy’s Office of Defense Cooperation in the
MD nation to coordinate dates of instruction and available funding sources.

•

10. Port Physical Security/Vulnerability Mobile Training Team

•
•

Type and Aims: This course introduces students to various port physical security
measures and tactics, as well as security surveys and port vulnerability assessments.
Remarks: Please contact the US Embassy’s Office of Defense Cooperation in the
MD nation to coordinate dates of instruction and available funding sources.

11. Waterside Port Security Mobile Training Team

•
•

Type and Aims: This course is designed to give the students (three 4- to 6-member
small boat crews) an understanding of the basic principles of protecting a high-risk
asset (vessel or land facility) from threats coming from the sea in a port complex.
Remarks: Please contact the US Embassy’s Office of Defense Cooperation in the
MD nation to coordinate dates of instruction and available funding sources.
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PART III
MILITARY CO-OPERATION ACTIVITIES “IN THE SPIRIT OF MEDITERRANEAN
DIALOGUE”
FRANCE
1.

MINEWARFARE COURSE (Algeria, Egypt)

•
•

Type and Aims: to train officers to conduct minewarfare operations
Remarks: Administrative and financial arrangements settled by the POC.

2.

SHIPDIVER COURSE (Algeria, Egypt)

•
•

Type and Aims: Initial officer diving course
Remarks: Administrative and financial arrangements settled by the POC.

3.

French Naval Training Squadron Tour (Algeria, Morocco,Tunisia, Egypt)

•
•

Type and Aims: To gain an experience at sea at the end of naval academies
Remarks: Administrative and financial arrangements settled by the POC.

4.

Air Operations Command And Control Course (Algeria, Egypt, Jordan,
Morocco, Tunisia)

•

Type and Aims: To train officers (OF1- OF2) assigned to Air Operations Command
and Control Structures.
Remarks: Administrative and financial arrangements settled by the POC.

•
5.

Air Operations Command And Control Course (Algeria, Egypt, Jordan,
Morocco, Tunisia)

•
•

Type and Aims: To train officers (OF3 – OF4)assigned to Air Operations Command
and Control Structures.
Remarks: Administrative and financial arrangements settled by the POC.

6.

JANUS: Simulation package (Morocco,Tunisia)

•

Type and Aims: Simulation programme in order to organise HQ level exercises for
officers. Software implementation on site and training and education in France
Remarks: Administrative and financial arrangements settled by the POC.

•
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7.

Training course for army staff officers (Algeria, Morocco)

•
•

Type and Aims: to train army officers to staff duties
Remarks: Administrative and financial arrangements settled by the POC.

8.

Codifier basic Course (Algeria, Israël, Morocco)

•
•

Type and Aims: This course is meant for technicians with a good knowledge of their
speciality (electronics, engineering,…) and wishing to acquire the basic skills of the
job of codifier.
Remarks: Administrative and financial arrangements settled by the POC.

9.

French as a foreign language Teacher Course (Egypt, Jordan)

•

Type and Aims: This course is meant to train French teachers and to improve their
practice of the language.
Remarks: Administrative and financial arrangements settled by the POC.

•
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GREECE
Diving and Hyperbaric Medicine Seminar
•
•

Type and Aims: Theoretical and Practical school for treating patients who had diving
accidents and patients who need hyperbaric oxygen therapy.
Remarks: Uniform is required, there is not registration fee.

Naval Tactical Seminar
•
•

Type and Aims: The aim of the seminar is to discuss basic naval tactical issues
focusing on interoperability.
Remarks: The seminar is free of charge. Costs of accommodation and meals are
offered by Greece. Travel from/to the origin countries will be responsibility of visitors.

KFOR Lessons Learned Seminar (Egypt-Jordan-Israel- and Tunisia)
•
•

Type and Aims: The aim of the seminar is to present Lessons Learned deriving from
the Hellenic participation in KFOR.
Remarks: Costs of accommodation and meals are offered by Greece. Travel from /
to the origin countries will be a responsibility of visitors.
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ITALY
ISSMI (HIGHER JOINT STAFF INSTITUTE) COURSE
•
•

Type and Aims: to broaden and improve the professional training and education of
Officers in order to prepare them to fill important positions within their parental
service and joint/multinational staff.
Remarks: Tuition free. Other administrative and financial arrangements to be dealt
with POC.

IASD (HIGH DEFENCE STUDIES) COURSE
•
•
•
•
•

Type and Aims: to develop and strengthen, in the future military and civilian
executives:
The ability to cooperate in the framework of a tri-service integration process, applying
the latest concepts of resources management;
The awareness and enhancement of national interests in relation to the security and
defence policy;
The ability of understand and communicate with the external community.
Remarks: Tuition free. Other administrative and financial arrangements to be dealt
with POC.
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PORTUGAL
Survival on Land and Sea Course for Air Crews
•

Type and Aims: Participation on the course held by Portuguese Air Force in order to
prepare Air Crews for survival after plane crash.

Flight Physiology Training
•

Type and Aims: Participation on the training organised by Portuguese Air Force in
order to prepare Air Crew Satff about body behaviour in flight conditions.

Training Cruise
•

Type and Aims: Participation in a training cruise on a Naval Training Ship for cadets.

Exchange of Experience on Aeronautical Medicine
•

Type and Aims: Exchange of experience between medical staff from both Air
Forces.

Visit to the Artillery School
•

Type and Aims: Exchange of experience and observer the final exercise of the
Portuguese INFRONT Simulator Course.

Naval Co-operation and Guidance for Shipping
•

Type and Aims: To make use of co-operation between military and civil maritime
authorities, agencies and the commercial shipping industry in order to facilitate an
uninterrupted flow of maritime commerce in periods of peace and conflict and
simultaneously minimise disruption to military operations.

Search and Rescue Training
•

Type and Aims: Participation in the training organised by the Portuguese Navy in
order to prepare ship crews for such and rescue operations.

Spatial Disorientation Simulator Training
•

Type and Aims: To provide practice on Spatial Simulator in order to prepare pilots
for flight disorientation situations.
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PASSEX Exercise
•

Type and Aims: Exchange of visits of a Portuguese War Ships and Exercise in order
to coordinate procedures to be held between both Navy.

Visit to the Emergency Civil Planning National Centre
•

Type and Aims: Visit to the Centre in order to develop coordination skills to be held
by both military and civil forces.

Exchange of Experience on Preservation and Valorisation of Military Buildings of
Cultural Interest
•

Type and Aims: Exchange of experience in order to establish procedures on
building preservation and valorisation.

Exchange of Experience on Pedagogical Training
•

Type and Aims: Exchange of experience with the aim to establish partnership
between Air Force Academies (exchange of professors, conferences and methods).

Combat Diving Course
•

Type and Aims: Participation in the course in order to prepare divers for specific
combat operations.

Underminer Diving Course
•

Type and Aims: Participation in the course in order to prepare combat divers for
undermining operations.

Medicinal Diving Training
•

Type and Aims: Participation in training in order to prepare medical staff to deal with
diving accidents.

Anti-Pollution Exercise
•

Type and Aims: Participation as observers in the anti-pollution exercise in order to
prepare/coordinate procedures in pollution disasters

Visit to the Alfeite Shipyard
•

Type and Aims: Exchange of experience on ship building techniques.

Participation, as Observers, in Mechanised Brigade Exercise
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•

Type and Aims: Participation in an exercise and exchange of experience on tactical
view of the battlefield.

Participation, as Observers, in Air Force Exercise
•

Type and Aims: Participation in an exercise and exchange of experience on flight
procedures.

Air Force Target Practice Training
•

Type and Aims: Participation in training in order to practice airplane target shoot.

Search and Rescue Training
•

Type and Aims: Participation in training in order to practice search and rescue
procedures.

Survival on Land and Sea Course for Air Crews
•

Type and Aims: Participation on the course held by Portuguese Air Force in order to
prepare Air Crews for survival after plane crash.

Flight Physiology Training
•

Type and Aims: Participation on the training organised by Portuguese Air Force in
order to prepare Air Crew Satff about body behaviour in flight conditions.

PASSEX Exercise
•

Type and Aims: Exchange of visits of a Portuguese War Ships and Exercise in order
to coordinate procedures to be held between both Navy.

Hydrography on Board Training
•

Type and Aims: Participation in training in order to prepare naval officers for hydrographics cruises.

Training Cruise
•

Type and Aims: Participation in a training cruise on a Naval Training Ship for cadets.
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OJT in the Light House Direction of the Navy
•

Type and Aims: Participation in training for light house direction staff.

Hydrography Training
•

Type and Aims: Prepare officers to coordinate works in hydro-graphy.

Naval Co-operation and Guidance for Shipping
•

Type and Aims: Make use of co-operation between military and civil maritime
authorities and agencies and the commercial shipping industry in order to facilitate an
uninterrupted flow of maritime commerce in periods of peace and conflict and
simultaneously minimise disruption to military operations).

Exchange of Experience on Aeronautical Medicine
•
•

Type and Aims: Exchange of experience between medical staff from both Air
Forces.
Remarks: none.
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UNITED STATES
1.

Exercise ELOQUENT NUGGET 2006:

•

Type and Aims: Eloquent Nugget Series is politico-military symposia & workshop
that focuses on “Civilian Democratic Control of the Military”. The aim in inviting
Mediterranean Dialogue (Med Dialogue) Nations is to build bilateral/multilateral
relationships and ties among Med Dialogue, Middle East, Caucasus region, and
Central Asia. This seminar will familiarise participants with the concept and intended
consequences of cooperative partnership by understanding civilian control of the
military, the current security environment and it’s impact, understanding the North
Atlantic Alliance’s policies programs, and shared activities/responsibilities related to
partnerships, and to develop insight into the necessary capabilities (including
resources, manpower, and equipment) required to meet partnership obligations.
Remarks: The course is free of charge. Costs of travel from/to the origin countries,
accommodation and meals will be the responsibility of visitors. Attire: summer
uniform/class Bs or equivalent civilian attire for daily exercise/seminar; dress uniform
for one official off-site visit, civilian coat/tie for one formal dinner.

•

2.

Exercise ADRIATIC ENGAGEMENT 2006

•

Type and Aims: ADRIATIC ENGAGEMENT 2006 is scheduled to occur in the
Albanian Littorals in June 2006. The plan is for the Expeditionary Strike Group 4, with
embarked coalition forces and SETAF forces ashore will conduct a five day
combined/joint maritime and amphibious training exercise in order to enhance U.S.
and NATO operational interoperability.
Exercise Objectives: (1) To exercise Joint/Combined warfighting skills required for
Battlegroup/Force integration. (2) Conduct Peace Support Operations through the
amphibious landing of ARG/MEU forces. (3) Conduct firing exercises and
manoeuvres at Albanian ranges. (4) Establish maritime interdiction and establish
superiority with a multinational coalition task force. (5) To facilitate U.S. information
exchange in the region. (6) To coordinate personnel recovery.
Remarks: Funding assistance can be arranged to pay for incremental costs for
expendable items (food, fuel, water, and training ammunition) for the U.S. Developing
Country Combined Exercise Program (DCCEP) for developing countries that might
participate in this training event. All other nations participating in the event that are
not indicated as "developing countries" by the U.S. Government are responsible for
funding their own participation in this training event.

•

3.

Exercise PHOENIX EXPRESS 2006

•

Type and Aims: PHOENIX EXPRESS deploys designated US forces to develop
MAHGREB interaction, and especially enhance Navy-to-Navy interoperability
amongst all players while fostering an environment of cooperation suitable to meet
future operational requirements and contingencies with specific focus on peacekeeping, maritime interdiction, and collective maritime security. Exercise Objectives:
(1) Ensure use of air and sea lines of communication and access to supporting
facilities and infrastructure. (2) Promote cooperation among MAGHREB & US/NATO.
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(3) Encourage Morocco, Algeria, and Tunisia interaction. (4) Encourage combined
efforts in the GWOT. (5) Promote military professionalism. (6) Improve Coastal
Surveillance capabilities of Regional Security Partners and integrate into Common
Operating Picture.
Remarks: Funding assistance can be arranged to pay for incremental costs for
expendable items (food, fuel, water, and training ammunition) for the U.S. Developing
Country Combined Exercise Program (DCCEP) for developing countries that might
participate in this training event. All other nations participating in the event that are
not indicated as "developing countries" by the U.S. Government are responsible for
funding their own participation in this training event.

4.

Exercise MAJESTIC EAGLE (MEDSHARK)

•

Type and Aims: Bilateral/Multilateral Air Training LIVEX utilising Cap Draa Live Fire
Training Range. Dependent on Carrier Strike Group availability.
Remarks: Funding assistance can be arranged to pay for incremental costs for
expendable items (food, fuel, water, and training ammunition) for the U.S. Developing
Country Combined Exercise Program (DCCEP) for developing countries that might
participate in this training event. All other nations participating in the event that are
not indicated as "developing countries" by the U.S. Government are responsible for
funding their own participation in this training event.

•

5.

Exercise ATLAS DROP 2006

•

Type and Aims: Exercise ATLAS DROP is a bi-lateral field training and command
post exercise involving U.S. and Host Nation (Tunisia) forces to conduct a disaster
preparedness exercise.
Remarks: This is a United States Joint Chiefs of Staff scheduled bi-lateral exercise
with the armed forces of Tunisia. Nations eligible for Warsaw Initiative Funds (WIF)
and Cooperative Threat Reduction (CTR) funds can request use of these funds to
defray their cost. Certain African countries are also eligible for Developing Countries
Combined Exercise Program (DCCEP) funds to minimise their cost.

•

6.

Ex AFRICAN LION 2006

•

Type and Aims: To conduct joint and combined bi-lateral exercise with Moroccan
defense forces. This is an U.S. and allied nation combined planning exercise
(PLANEX). Its purpose is to foster a bond of trust and confidence between a U.S.
Marine Expeditionary Unit, the United States Army, Europe (USAREUR) and the
Moroccan armed forces.
Remarks: Nations eligible for Warsaw Initiative Funds (WIF) and Cooperative Threat
Reduction (CTR) funds can request use of these funds to defray their cost. Certain
African countries are also eligible for Developing Countries Combined Exercise
Program (DCCEP) funds to minimise their cost.

•

7.

Exercise SILENT WARRIOR 06

•

Type and Aims: The aim of this exercise is to train Trans Saharan African national
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•

military forces in the conduct of various multilateral and bilateral operations in
combating terrorism, promoting security and stability and protecting their sovereign
borders from transnational terrorism. Training, exercises and operations will range
from staff officer training, civil/military affairs, psychological operations and
unconventional warfare.
Remarks: This is a Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS) exercise. Nations have a wide variety
of levels of participation to select from which include: 1) Provide French/English
speaking staff officers or senior Non-commissioned officers (NCOs) to act as mentors
during a 1-week scenario driven Command Post Exercise in Senegal. 2) Provide
French/English speaking CIMIC teams to conduct training and operations in any of
the eight participating Trans Saharan countries. 3) Provide French/English speaking
PSYOP teams to conduct training and operations in any of the eight participating
Trans Saharan countries. 4) Provide a Special Operations Task Group or Element
and small command and control element to conduct training and operations in any
one of the eight participating Trans Saharan countries in conjunction with a US SOF
Team Joint Combined Exchange for Training or unilaterally with a Trans Saharan
nation. Participating units will be responsible for travel arrangements and costs for
their respective personnel.
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